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Selected As A Best All Round roentucoy uommunity Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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United Press International

In Our 89th Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, August 20, 1968

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

BULLETIN
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) —
Nine guards were seized by
convicts as hostages today at
the Ohio State Penitentiary,
rocked by a $1 million fire
and riot June 24. One report
said two convicts wore shot.

Communist Rules for Revolution. (Captured in Dusseldorf in
May, 1919 by the Armed Forces)

Hazel Church Plans
Revival Services

Note: These rules for revolution
were secured by the State Attorney's office from a known
member of the Communist party, who acknowledged it to be
*still a part of the Communist
program for overthrowing our
George A. Braugovernment
tigam, State Attorney, State of
Florida.
SECOND PLACE TEAM: Thls is the *or ray State University Security Pistol Team which
took second place in the pistol match here Saturday. The team was 25 points behind first
place LBL Security Team. From left to right are Jimmy Garland, Hoyt Wilson, Jerry Maupin and Col. Lance Booth.
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The Hazel Church of Christ
will have a series of gospel
meetings starting Sunday, August 25, and continuing through
Saturday, August 31.
James Clayton, formerly of
this area, will be the speaker
for the services each evening
at 7:30. Singing will be directed by Gerald Sykes.
The public is invited to attend these services.

10* Per Copy

LBL Security
Squad Wins Pistol
Match Saturday

Ike Extremely Critical
As Heart Fails To Mend

Water District No.
3 Has Loan Approved
For Building System
county
an $176,000 Is Allocated For
asses itway Construction Of System
This Morning
A Farmers Home Administration loan in the amount of
$176,000 has been approved for
the construction of Water District Number 3 according to a
telegram from
Congressman
Frank A. Stubblefield.
William
Dodson
District
Chairman, confirmed the re
port this morning and said that
he hoped the contract for con

Garland Accidently
Shot This Morning

Elementary
Schools In
City To Olen

f'ire Damages Department,
Luther Home

Calloway County
High Books To Be
1Sold This Week

Statewide Bass
Minimum Proposed

One Injured
In Accident

Wedding Anniversary

1
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.Tigers See Good Season
With Well Filled Slots

Youth Itevival Is
NOW-In ?rogress

Dover Church Will
Dedicate Building

Contract For
Fire Truck
Let By Squad

_new

WEATHER REPORT
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struction would be let in the
near future.
Water District Number 3 ex
Almon Willoughby of 404
tends west on Highway 94 to
Sycamore Street, Murray, was
Lynn Grove. Dodson said that
claimed by death this morning
would purchase
the District
'A. Corrupt the young, get them
at 6:30 at his home. His death
water from the City of Murray
'away from religion. Get them
was due to complications folprobably through a ten inch
interested in sex. Make them
lowing an extended illness.
main. The city will dewater
superficial, destroy their rugThe deceased, age 69, served
Funeral services for Joe Curd
liver the water to the district
The Land Between the Lakes,
gedness.
as magistrate of the Liberty
Rogers were held this morning Security Squad won the Murat the Johnny Robertson Road,
"B. Get control of all means
District for the Fiscal Court
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
about one mile from the city
ray Police Department Pistol
of publicity and thereby:
for twenty years. He was a
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Match held at the pistol range
limits. This action is taken to
"1. Get people's minds off
member of Temple Hill Lodge
Home with Bro. Gerald Elliallow for expansion of the city
Saturday morning and aftertheir government by focusing
wife
president's
son,
his
mer
By JAMES L. SRODES
No. 276 Free and Accepted Mason officiating.
which is moving primarily in
noon.
their attention on athletics,
WASHINGTON (UPI) — For- Barbara and their children, sons, and had been commissionPallbearers were Noel Methat direction.
Members on the L.B.L. team iner president Dwight D. Eisen- David, 20, Anne, 19, Susan, 16,
ed a Kentucky Colonel by Gov.
1 (Continued on Page Eight)
lugin, James Key, Harry D. John Hall, Bobby Hall, Louie
The Water System will inCarl Garland was accidently
hower was in "extremely criti- and Mary Jean, 12.
Bert Combs.
Esovin, Will Stanton Rogers,
clude the entire town of Lynn
shot
in
the
left
hand
thio
mornMassey, and Bob Wood.
reJohnson,
who
President
condition today with a
Willoughby, a retired farmer,
Leon
Wallace Rogers, arid
ing about seven o'clock, accord- Grove, extending to the west
cal"
The Murray State University failing
heart but doctors ruled turned to Washington late Moo- was a member of the Sugar
Chambers. Burial was in the
ing to the report from the Mur- side of the town. Smaller lines
Security Department, came in out a heart transplant. They day night, sent well wishes to Creek Baptist
Church where he
Murray Cemeterywith arrangewill be laid in the city to serve
ray Police Department.
second with a score of 3435, felt he was too old and too Eisenhower from Detroit where
had served as a deacon for
merits by the J. H. Churchill
The police said Garland was approximately 150 families.
only 25 points behind the L.B.L. weak for such major surgery, he was speaking before the forty years and chairman of the
Funeral Home.
The board has worked on this
going to sell the small 22 pistol
team.
The five-star general's physo Veterans of Foreign Wars con- board for ten years.
Rogers, age 49, was drowned
and had gone into the house to project for about two years,
Members of the M.S.U. Secuo cians said they considered a vention.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
at Kingston Lake near Detroit,
signing up households and busteam are Hoytity,
Wilson Cd1 transplant for their 77-year-old
Johnson called for the pray- Ambie Willoughby, 404 Syca- get the gun.
Mich., last Tuesday and his
As Garland started to jump inesses.
Garland, patient and discussed the mat- ers of "all our people across
Lance
Booth,
Jimmy
more Street; his son and wife, off the
body was recovered on ThursA pumping station will be
porch evidently the
and Jerry Maupin.
ter with his family who s7e the land."
Brownie and Eva Willoughby, hammer
day.
erected
on Highway 94 on the
was pulled back and
Other teams in the match and maintaining a vigil near bed"We are one in the admira- and grandson, Michael WilSurvivors are his parents, Mr.
it discharged, according to the Alfred Taylor property and a
were
third
place,
their
scores
leadhim
as
a
hold
for
tion
we
side
at
Walter Reed General
All elementary schools in the and Mrs. Joe W. Rogers, one
loughby, all of Belmonte Drive,
police. Garland told police that standpipe will be constructed
and Pistol Club, Hospital.
er, in the affection we feel for Murray.
Murray Public School System daughter, one son, and one ins- Paducah Rifle
he
did not know the pistol was in Lynn Grove.
Paducah
Police
2989;
Fourth
debt
and
in
the
him as a man,
will open on Friday. August ter.
Also surviving are three sisThe board is composed of
"It is the opinion of those' in we will always owe to him as a
loaded.
2673; Fifth Calico
Department,
23rd for the registration of all
ters, Mrs. Rupert (Ruby) HarWilliam Dodson, Route One,
general,
the
upon
attendance
Garland
2332;
was
being
treated at
way County Pistol Club,
courageous champion of demo- ris, Nash Drive, Murray, Mrs.
pupils.
the emergency room of the chairman, Donald Crawford,
and sixth the Murray Police , and concurred in by his family, cracy," Johnson said.
Registration for the Austin.
'John
(Eudell)
Scarbrough
of
innot
procedure
is
such
a
that
Murray-Calloway County Hos- Lynn Grove, member and Er2115.
Carter and - Robertson rlemenRussellville, and Mrs. Joe (PaulBoosell, Coldwater, seer
indi- dicated because of the generots
pital and was in x-ray this rett
Hoyt
Wilson
won
the
tary Schools will be according
ine) Crouse of Hazel Park,
taryoreasurer.
morning, according to hospital
score of age and the presence of other
trophy
with
a
vidual
to the following schedule:
Mich.; five brothers, Rafe, HowThe establishment of this Waofficials.
914, John Hall of the L.B.L. major medical conditions," a
900-10:00 a.m. — Students
ard, Ervie, and Clyde Willoughter District brings to four the
late
issued
bulletin
hospital
Col.
and
place
team took second
'whose last name begins M714.
by, all of Murray Route Three,
number of Water Districts aLance E. Booth placed third Monday night said.
.T-Z.
round Murray. The Almo-Dexand Arlon Willoughby of +203
Eisenhower,
that
added
It
with a 902.
10:00-11:00 a.m — Students
ter District serves that area:
South 6th Street, Murray.
Members of the Calloway who suffered his seventh heart
Howard Crittenden, principal
Smoke damage was reported
Water District Number One exwhose last name beoins ssOr
Funeral services will be held
his fourth in of Calloway
Friday
—
attack
are
team
County
Pistol
Club
County
to
High
the
home of Mr. and Mrs.
AD.
exper- School, has announced that at the Sugar Creek Baptist Chur- FRANKFORT. Ky. (UPI) — tends east on the highway to
months
—
four
less
than
Maupin,
Jackie
Fain,
Jerry
11:00-12:00 a.m. — Students Cal Luther at 1509 Johnson
at 2:30 p. m., Wednesday with A, statewide minimum size lim- the lake and Water District
Scioto ienced several heart spasms books for the students will be
whose last name begins wit' Boulevard last night at 6:54, ac- Greg Parrish, and Robert
Rev. Otis Jones, Alvin York, it for black bass in all Ken- Number Two extends out the
"fewer"
but
evening,
Monday
sold at the school on Thurs- and George Dunn, ministers. tucky waters was established New Concord Highway.
cording to the Murray Fire De- macher.
E-J.
Saturday
suffered
those
than
day and Friday, August 22 and Burial will be in the Elm Grove ho the Fish and Wildlife
The Almo-Dexter District and
1:00-2:00 p.m — Students partment.
Reand Sunday.
23.
saurres Commission at its meet- District Number One are alwhose last name begins with
Cemetery.
Firemen said grease had been
The hospital bulletin said the
Hours
for
the
sale
will
be
ready in operation and conK-P.
In charge of the arrange- ing here Monday.
left in a pan on the stove and
instances of ventricular irregu- from ten a. m. to ten p. m on
The commission ruled that no struction is soon to begin on
2:00-3:00 p.m. — Students had caught the kitchen cablarity "have been limited for Thursday. The hours for the ments is the Max H. Churchill bass
smaller than 10 inches may District Number Two.
whose last name begins with inets on fire. Very little fire
the most part to isolated irregu- sale on Friday will be from Funeral Home where friends be
taken from running waters
Loans are obtained from the
I. )-S.
until
the
funeral
hour.
may
call
damage was reported, but
sustained
than
rather
beats
lar
ten a. m. to three p. m.
and no bass smaller than 12 in- FHA for construction of these
3:00-400 p.m. — Students in smoke damage was severe.
irregularity.
Students and parents are urgches may be taken from im- districts and are repaid throthe Trainable Unit at Robertson
Earlier at 3:05 p.m. in the
Condition Unchanged
NOW YOU KNOW
ed to note the hours of the
William L. Dodson, son of
ugh the revenue received from
psunded water.
School.
Center
a
Shopping
Bel Air
his
that
is
felt
"However,
it
sale.
Please
note
that
the
sale
E.
DodThe new regulations become the sale of the water. EstablishAll elementary workbooks Ford car, owned by Jim Croc- Mr. and Mrs. William
moment
for
the
condition
basic
will
close
at
three p. m. on
will be sold at Austin, Carter kett, was parked in front of son, Lynn Grove Road, receivby United Press International effective when they are filed, ment of the districts brings
remains unchanged." Earlier Friday.
running water to farm homes
probably within a week.
and Robertson Schools on Aug- Big K store. Fire Chief Flavil ed multiple abrasions and lacthe
said
hospital
the
Monday
The Calloway County High 3
In other action, three new and in most cases also adds
ust 23, 26, and 27. After the Robertson was in the parking erations to the right thigh in _a
crite
general was "extremely
School will open on Monday, Dwight David Eisenhower commissioners were sworn in: quite a lot in the area of fire
above dates, books will be sold lot and noticed that the Croc- car and motorcycle accident
cal."
August 26. School will be in in was an Army major for 18 years John Congleton, Richmond;
control through installation of
iat the regular book store at kett car was smoking. He said yesterday at 12:33 p.m., accordThe heart flutters are causing session for only a half day. before a promotion to lieutenreport filed by the
to
the
ing
Riehemann, South Fort Mit- fire hydrants.
Ninth and Poplar.
he raised the hood and flames
ant
colonel
in
because
1936.
concern
The
serious
first
full
day
doctors
of
school
chell, and Cecil Shannon, HopI All parents are again remind- shot out. Robertson said he investigating officers of the
an electrical pacing mechanism will be held on Tuesday, Aukinsville.
ed that up-dated immunization closed the hood and ran to his Murray Police Department.
Dodson, age 18, was treated to stabilize the heart's rhythm gust 27.
certificates are required for all car for his fire extinguisher to
Registration for the students
at the emergency room of the has been ineffective. The pacer,
public put out the flames.
attending
children
Murray-Calloway County Hos- which Was- connected to Eisen- was held during the week of
schools, and plans should be
on
car
was
Damage to the
hower's heart by thin wires run August 5-9.
made to up-date Immunization the curburetor and the hood, pital and released, according to
through a vein, was removed
hospital authorities.
Certificates as soon as possible. Robertson said.
The young man, driving a Sunday night.
Walter Reed said "the matHarley Davidson motorcycle,
was headed north on South 4th ter of a heart transplant has
Street, Dorothy J. Paschall of been raised by some. This proMurray Route One, driving a cedure has been carefully conThe Murray-Calloway County
1963 Ford four door was also sidered by the physicians taxSunday afternoon. August
ing care of Gen. Eisenhower
Civil Defense Rescue Squad has
going north on South 4th.
25th at 3:00 p.m. will be a dual
let contracts totaling nearly
Dodson told police that he _and discussed with members of celebration
period in the lives
$14,500 for a new fire truck to
failed to see the Paschall car his family."
of
the
members
of
the
First
Among those who raised the
serve rural Calloway County.
making a left turn onto Vine
for Baptist Church, Dover, TennesThe squad last night acceptIn Terry Hart, Jimmy Bran- Street as he was following an- possibility of a transplant
see,
The Murray Tigers have comas
many
old time friends
Eisenhower was Dr. Denton Co-Daya bid of $9,590 from Howe
pulled
out
to
ed
and
and
pass
Ryan.
car
other
Don
Jr.,
don
of
two
weeks
of
practice,
pleted
long standing gather with
Equipment, Anderson, Ind.,
oley of Houston. Tex., who has
fine
car.
Fire
have
Paschall
the
Tigers
striking
the
Lasater
ton
the church for the purpose of
the first week one practice a
hearts and eight
transplanted
10
pump, tank and apparfire
aland
the
Ford
was
for
year
to
Damage
on
this
for
fullbacks
day and the second week two
dedicating the new church ediof his patients still survive.
atus. The squad has already
fic there.
practices daily, one at 8:00 a.m. so the next two years The line the bumper, left front fender,
Apparently Eisenhower's docpurchased a 1969 Dodge cab
s said one at 6:00 p.m. There are from tackle to tackle should be and left door, and damage to
The time is most appropriate
and chassis from Taylor Motors
on of- 'he motorcycle was on the front tors thought otherwise.
51 boys out for the team, 20 very outstanding both 'Taylor,
Despite his-weakening condl. far former members and pastfor $4,891.21.
end.
of whom are seniors, so the fense and defense with
tion, the doctors said Eisenhovo ors to gather on this forty
Wit
The squad had hoped to purKnight,
Nall,
Clarks,
the
experof
team will have lots
and' fourth
times
er
was
sleeping
at
to
anniversary
of
the
a truck to suit the minothers
chase
MAYFIELD
many
FINED
IN
and
Smith
hams,
ience. Most of the practice to
during the day Monday ate two church for this service. Several
imum needs of the county for
date has been conditioning, do the job
approximately $12,000; however
However, the boys realize
Three persons from Murray small meals. He was also fed former pastors have already
fundamentals and rehearsing
made committments to be on
increased costs and fire underplays; however; the schedule they will have to work hard and Calloway County were fin- intravenously.
Eisenhower suffered his first hand along with many former
writers regulations required the
this week will include some since the majority of the teams ed in Mayfield City Court, acheart attack in September 1955 members also.
to
be
cost.
supposed
additional
are
the
published
report
play
to
they
cording
individof
lots
scrimmaging and
The Murray Squad has raisin the Mayfield Messenger while he was serving his first
pal defense, as well as work on loaded this year.
The day promises to be a
ed only one third of the total
They are Otis W. Harrison, term in the White House.
,-yam defenses.
The second came on Nov. 9, very inspiring one as the church
cost of the fire truck. Anyone
Murray, fined $5.00 and costs
• The Tigers should have a
wishing to contribute is urged
for driving the wrong was' on 1965 while vacationing in Geor- officially dedicates and declari:ood passing offense with Hale
to send their donations to Mura one way street; Roger_ _Dale_ gia, and the third struck two es the buildingo with her
--Shelton. C. Brandon and Pasco
furnishings to be totally dedidays later.
Murray
Route
of
Five,
Dick
ray Rescue Squad, Box 612,
and
passing
improving their
Fourth While Golfing
cated to the Honor and Glory
Murray, Ky.
fined $500 and costs for makwith good runners in Huie, Wiland
Mrs.
Hard
in
Giles
Mr.
Eisenhower's fourth seizure of God, according to the pastor,
The squad does not charge
liams, Bryant and the above The Youth revival, sponsored ing an improper left turn. and
happened while on a golfing Rev. William E. Franks, minville, Ala., and Mrs. Joanne. for its fire fighting services.
backs. The punting will be bet- by the Murray Sub-district Me- 'Michael Tucker of Farmingtm
Hardin
Giles
Mr.
and
Mrs.
fined $100.00 and vacation at Indian Wells, Calif., ister.
ter than usual with ,Jimmy thodist Youth Fellowship, is Route One.
will be celebrating their golden Wilson of Murray.
operating a motor vehicle last April 29. He was transferrAll former church members wedding anniversary on Sunday, Their six grandchildren are igniumpur
Brandon and Gish both getting now in progress at the Martin's for
afshortly
Reed
ed
to
Walter
are urged to be present for the
Methodist without an operator's license
United
Bobby Joe Smith, Jimmy Giles
&ft some good high punts and Chapel
terwards and suffered his fifth service in the afternoon if not August 25.
Mrs. Kay Pee, Danny Lamb,
Ilso good distance. Several of Church
couple
was
married
on
The
o'
attack on June l& The sixth
CAR WASH
for the morning worship also, August 25, 1918 at ten a.m. by Mrs. Alecia Cunningham, and
Services are being held each
*the boys are lookihg good in
cured on Aug. 6 and the seventh There will be an open house
otorsiitlimisl
kicking extra points. Murray evening at 7:30 through SaturRev. Mack Pool of Murray. Denicia Wilson. A great grandA car wash will be held at on Aug. 16.
and reception fellovved immed- They were attended by Mr. and son is Davie Cunningham.
running attack led by Shel- day, August 24.
the
visited
members
Family
Station
Gulf
at
Five
iately after the close of the Mrs. Raymond Phelps and Mn. No personal invitations will
Speakers for the revival are Clifford's
ton, with help from Pasco, C
Saturday. August 24. general briefly during the day dedication service in the church
Brandon. Gish. Bryant, Carroll, Rev. Ben Boone, Rev. Ed Frank Points on
and Mrs. Alva Thompson who be mailed, but the couple ex- by United Press International
fourth
the
m. to four p. m., at his VII' suite on
fellowship hall.
and Hale should be outstand- Jeffrey. Rev. Roger Joseph, Rev. from nine a.
will
also celebrate their golden tends an invitation to all their
EisenhowClear to partly cloudy today
by the Methodist floor of ward eight.
A cordial invitation is extend- Wedding anniversary this year friend. '
to attend through Wolnesday Hioh, to. ,
ing. In Gish, the Quarterback, Robert Cantrell, Roger Perry,' sponsored
staying
was
er's
Mamie,
of
the
wife,
Fellowship
First
Youth
ed
to
all
friends
and
the
many
the Tigers have a boy who can Bill WheatleY,„and Rev. Danny
Mr. and Mrs. Giles have three the open house from two to90s..---bsw- tonight in United Methodist -ChOrch. Pick close by at all timeS.
relatives of the, church lentil) children ,- who are Mrs. Odell four p m. where they are Pre- -day in The
do most anything -- kick, run. Underwood.
hospital
the- upper 60s east to low 70g
the
will
Also
present
-at
delivery
be
film
and
to attend this vemohappy occas (Edna)
The public is invited and urg- up
kiss. good pass receiver, and an
sently
residing
at
114
of
Hazel
comNorth
Lamb
the
west.
were John Eisenhower, the for- ion.
lilted by MYF.
wssellent blockeo coaches said.'ed to attend.
munity, Romual Giles of lialey- 7th Street, Murray.
We picked up these rules from
the Sunday Herald-Leader, Lexington, courtesy of John Pasco.'
Here they are.
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BOB BLAKE A Determined Star Unlike—?

•PAUL TRREZ

TUESDAY — AUGUST 20, 1961
8

HALLUC

Veterans Questions
and Answer*

Q. — My sister is married to
naiiegoers before his perform- a World War I veteran who
By ARMY ARCHERD
ance as the aspirin-popping kill- draws 100 per cent serviceCejetrol Press Assoc-totem
er in Truman Capote's "In Cold egainected disability compensaCorrespondent
Blood Blake became an actor,,
n. As his health is extremely
HOLLYWOOD No one will
JAMES C WILLLLSIB. PUBLISHER
as he puts it, "Becautie it semi bad and he is in his 70's, I am
believe it but it's a true HolAdvertising,
Letters
to
the
Editor.
any
reject
right
to
We reserve the
thing left to do. //Was concerned about her financial
the
not for the begs lywood story there's this acair Public Voice items which In our oon.
a teenager in probably the welfare in the event of his
tor, on his way up in Glamorreaches.
interest of our
worst part of the „history of denh. Will she he entitled to
eine, who turned down a major
America. We didstit question any benefits as the widow of
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00... 1313 film role in a glamorous foranything. Van/ Johnson and
Madlaon Ave.. Memphis. Tenn-; Time ag Life Bldg- New Yak. NM. eign location to stay home and
I disabled lieteran?
June Allyson/had all the anbe with his wife and kiddies.
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit. Wan
A. — Possibly. If a veteran
was
no
71jere
swers.
rebellion
Sohelpus, its true and that's
dies as a result of a service,
Elaimind at the Post Office, Murray. Kentodty. for trannelmion as exactly what Bob Blake asked
of any/tort.
connected disability, his widow
&mond Clam Matter
••*—I was a very rebellious
us to try and convince folks in
Is eligible for death compensafealcw.
and
there
was
no
place
11101111.011IPTION RATIO: By (Perrier in Murray. per weith 3. per Hollywood he got out of a fat
tion. This amounts to $110 mon.
.
/to
why
that's
put
I
it:
got
into
▪
$110. In Canoway and adjoining counUes. per year, MAO; role in "Bridge At Rernagen" to
trouble. I would wind up shoot- thly, plus 12 per cent of the
Zama 1 Si 2. Ma; ihrewhent ULM. All service auhacrtptions $1.011. stay here in the film capital.
ing craps on the football field monthly basic pay now being
The reason he had been on
a a Ceseamesaty Is the
or doing something because I received by a serviceman whose
Rim Oilelandleg Clete
•
location and' on personal aplategrity of Its Newepoper••
didn't have any place to do it. rank and years of service are
pearances so long with his first
I split to Europe when I was the same as those of the debig starring role. "In Cold
15. spent a year bumming ceased veteran.
Blood," he felt his 'wife and
If the veteran's death is not
around. Most people thought I
small children would suffer
TUESDAY — AUGUST 20, 19438
was an American CI."
the result of a service-connectfrom another separation.
• • •
ed disability, the widow may be
Bob Blake could have used
the money he had joined the
BOB flunked out of all his eligible for a pension from the
ranks of unemployed when he
junior colleges but admits. "I Veterans Administration. Deturned down the film contract
had an aptitude for math but tailed information may be obRe UNITED FRISS INTIZNATIOPIAL
overseas, But Bob Blake is a
couldn't survive on just math." tained from the VA regional
determined young actor
He fell into acting because he office where her husband's vet• • •
DErROIT—Republican presidential candidate Richfcllowed a girl into her acting eran records are kept.
NOBODY likes to admit someclass he heard there were a
ard M. Nixon, speaking to President Johnson as Nixon
Q. — I am a war veteran
lot of good-looking girls there! but have never asked for any
was leaving and Johnson was arriving at a convention one out of hiiscrafe is better at
than he is yet the makeup
That's how it began. He stud- benefits from the Veterans Adof the Veterans of Foreign Wars:
men at Uruversal called us
ied
a week, got a ministration. Can I get a free'
"I've warmed them up for you. Mr. President."
aside to point out Bob Blake
job as a stunt man. He broke
Bob Maks as "Willy
medical examination?
had inflicted a self-impoeed
into L.A.'s little theater, got a
A. — Medical examinations
Marlon Brando.
WASHINGTON — Sen George S. McGovern, assess- desert sunburn the scorching,
role in TV. then Kirk Douglas
are made by VA only in conspotted
him
for
a
role
in
his
ing Vice President Hubert H Humphrey's position on the red variety without aid of sunLater, after a successful take,
nection with an application for
tan lotions, and darkened his Blake relaxed, came
Vietnam War:
over to (Kirk's) favorite film, "Town some sort of benefit, such as
hair with shoeblack, to con- , talk
Without
Pity."
few
After
a
tut of character. He ad"One day he's with Sen. Kennedy and the next die* vince the stucno he could look
hospitalization, or to determine
mitted he went after this role more roles, he met his current
he's with Lyndon Johnson."
U a condition is service-conland act' like an Indian. in the
the same way he sought the co-star Bob Redford in "This
nected. The VA is not 'permittitle role of "Willie Boy." He' role "In
Cold Blood* from Pruperty Is Condemned."
We noticed everyone on the ted to give a veteran a free
NEW YORK — Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller of New convinced them. And us.
Richard Brooks.
Matter of fact, when we ar*et gave Blake a wide berth as examination for some private
York, denying rumors that he will resign to be named
• • •
rived on the set, even the film's
he moved about in contempla- purpose of his own.
to the Senate seat held by Robert F Kennedy:
"I WENT after it just like you tion before the take. He has an
star, Robert Redford. called our
Q. — May I use my G. L
"I was never a legislator by temperament"
attention to Blake and how he go after somebody in the ring-- aggsessiveness and
intensity loan to buy a house strictly
h ad convinced everyone he round and round, The same was that can be scented oy all. He's for investment purposes?
true for 'Willie
had to confident- --yet politely cautious
CHICAGO — Joseph L Rauh. Jr., coordinator of Sen. WAS an Indian.
A. — No. The law says that
Off in a corner, Blake was completely change my 'appear- in the presence of his superiors, to obtain a G. I. home loan a
Eugene J. McCarthy's credentials tight at the Demoance
and
personality
before
I
an attitude that's refreshing in veteran must certify that he
cratic National Convention, commenting on a picture circling back and forth in the
:was able to convince Abe Polon- an era of often-unfounded proof Vice President Humphrey arm-in-arm with Georgia sand of the set's dreert scene, sky
intends to occupy the proper(writer-director
of the fessi,inal conceit.
spitting frequently as he adoptty personally as his home. If
Gov. Lester Maddox: .
film)
that
I
was
the
ONLY one
ed the tempo for the next seBob Blake is tough.- yet any
the G. I. loan is for improve"This is going to make some people fly right."
quence. He was (temporarily) in town capable of Playing the guy who thinks more of his
unapproachable as he got in -Indian the way he himself vis- family than himself can't be all ments, he must certify that
he is the owner and occupant
the mood, much like someone ualized him."
bad. He'll make a new breed
of the home.
else we knew in years gone by
Blake was unknown to most of
star!
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FORMER FRENCH PREMIER VOTES Ge•Lve Bidault, former
French premier who returned to France from a 7-year exile
about a month ago, shakes hand.* with an unidentified polling station official after casting his vote in the second
round of the French parliamentary elections. Supporters of
President Charles de Gaulle gave him an overwhelming victory to deal ii stunning defeat to the Communist Party. The
election gave De
349 of the 487 seats in the National
Assenibls
\('ablephoto)

Galille

two nights

Boy'.1

movie

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Has a Point
Therefore, as ye abound in everything, in faith, and
utterance, and knowledge, and in all diligence, and in
your love to us, see that ye abound in this grace also.
—El Corinthians 8:7.
The Christian is expected to add one goodness upon
another

Ten Years Ago Today
LIDGIB I TIY111

Billions of Sardines;
Maine's Crop Biggest

Pima
4111164),

Lewis 8 Wheeler, age 84, father of Everett Wheeler
of Murray Route Three, died August 18 at the Murray
General Hospital.
Jimmy Thompson and Ramp Brooks, both members

-

/*•1•••••••••
Nialleilas
.
•

of the Murray Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, held the Jersey and Holstein
champions respectively at the District Junior Dairy Show.
Pvt. Robert L. Puckett, son of William C. Puckett,
Route One, Hardin, recently completed eight weeks of
advanced artillery training at Fort Chaffee, Ark,
Inez Haile, Bess Kerlick, Lucy Ann Foriest, Nancy
Thompson, and Jo Ann Elkins, home economics teachers
in Calloway County schools, were five of more than
250
who attended the annual conference of home
teachers
recently at Hardinsburg

20 Years Ago Today

by United Press international
Today is Tuesday. Aug. 20,

the 233rd day of 1968 with 133
to follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening star is Venus.
On this day in history:
In 1741, Danish navigator
Vitus Bering discovered Alaska.
In 1914, Germany occupied
the Belgian capital of Brussels.
In 1955, Col. Horace Hanes
reached a height of 40,000 feet
in a Super Sabre jet doing 822
miles an hour.
In 1966, the death toll of an
earthquake in Turkey rose to
3,000 mark.
A thought for the day: Edmund Burke said. "He that
wrestles with us strengthens
our nerves and sharpens our
sizill.-Our antagonist is our helper."

...sa• inspectors examine es•ry boat load of sardines brought in

....thing

Auto Repair

HERNING'S FEED MILL AND
TRUCK BODY BUSINESS

will continue to operate as before, except that pick-ue

iiite delivery of feed will be discontinued effective Sept.
1, leei.
We wish to express our appreciation for your past
in the future.
and look forward to serving

you
patronage
HERNING'S FEED MILL
Hazel, Ky.

course

Mildred Horning

means.' Aerial

spotters. in light is Closed.

aircraft, fly offshore and radio
The United States Fish and
boats the location of the vast Wildlife Service has come up
schools of fish Sonar and depth with a new method a hose

recorders-art also used
pierced with holes in stretched
One thing is as certain as it along, the wean bottom where
is traditional best time to fish there ia a large school; comfor sardines 1s the dark of the pressed air is pumped thtslugh.
Noon. for that's when they are
most pl.-maid No one knows
why
not even the scientists
who-for years have studied the
mysterious peregrinations of

causing bubbles to rise to the
surface Small Dab will not pass
through, thi;• barrier, making it

possible, to net them by the
mililons

$30,000 BAIL is met for Billy
Ray Carrnack. 26. shown
courthouse in Hayward.
Calif.. charged with clubbing'
his bride of set weeks unroll/wants and leaving her in ,
their burning,.car.Mrs. Car-

at

meek. 20, revived in time to
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Lots of Trees
ST PAUL

A M ERSHA , England IUP1I
Martin Simonds, 24. a garbageman says he doesn't hate
his lob. -but my first love is

%

Simods, father of two girls,
left his position as art teacher
at a
grammar school to
work as a garbageman. Why?

girls'

He said he a:13.s taking home
about 9 pounds 125 601 a week
as a teacher. Now he gets about
17 pounds ($47.60).

-IN NIXON, the Republican
Patty has It ,man of many
promises. some old, sonic new
:ind sonic borrowed
but.
moat are irrelevant to_the realities, of 1968." Sen. Eu-
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In Garbage

LONDON (UPI( — Practical
Joker Bert Martin. 60, saw an
armored car parked near his

firm's door and decided to pretend he was robbing it. He
dashed towards two guards.
One flied a special dye gun
By STEVE LISSY
Writtem Especially for, Central Press and This NPICapap•l•
head
and splashed Martin
antiEVERY YEAR, 250-million cans of tender, delicious sardines to toe with bright
are prepared in the rockbound state of Maine an industry bring- bandit dye The security coming an economic boost of $20 million to the Pine Tree State. pany said the dye would wear
Seventy percent of the U.S. output of sardinee comes from the ofl in two days "Bert's always
northiasterrimost state, where the icy waters cf the Atlantic Icoking for a laugh," said
release the delectably healthy little fish by the hundreds of bil- co- worker
Maxine Bell of Gainesville, Fla.
Dr. Hugh Houston and Dr. J A. Outland were speak- lions.
"(here's no such, thing as a true sardine, the name being given
ers at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
to a dozen varieties of soft-boned herring which are among the
most abundant and important food fish in the sem They're
caught all the way from Labrador to ,Virginia. off Nor.vay. Spain,
Nines 'No,'
France and Portugal. and though in rapidly diminishing quanIllaseks Boned, . —
tity - Off the California coast. But Maioe's the center of the
Is Nicked
Bet &We eeini
American industry.
England .
ADDINGTON.
Fishing for the ,elusive little follows has been going on for
UP!' — The trouble with Fred
—
Harmer is that he can't saY 110NICZ. France
/UPI I
— more than a thousand years. Old recorrtestrelicate this type 'filthing began in earnest at Yar-.--— at least, to car owners want- Prenchmen just doti't trust
mouth. England. around 5001 the tiny, silvery sardine
banks, and that's it.
ing to dump their heaps.
Only off the New England
That they'd rather keep their AD.. arid Leif Ericson reported
After watching him take over
repeatedly about the tiny her- 7.0ast are sardines still caught
2.000 clunkers. the Kent Colin- valuables under the mattress
ring during his Viking sagas in shallow waters. Brush weirs
ty Council said they'd fine him was proven again recently. Ponortheastern Canada are used, particularly where
around
20 Pounds 456 i a day after lice said a thief stole a 2.2United States in the tides are strong and waters ex
if he doesn't get rid pound bar of gold valued at and the
-i tremely shallow a stationary
year 1000
of the eyesore by then Harme..r. 11.200 from a man living in a
Early American colonists fish trap which blocks the
protesting that he can't do it. tent in a nearby camping
or their
picked up
or the sardines swimaroma.
aid:
,
craft from Indians. who trapped flung. said funnelling them into
a maze of paileages into an oval
the Silvery fish in brush weirs
a method still frequently used enclosure. There they Idly,
in the eastern United States. alive, until retrieved by the carBut at wasn't until 100 years rier beet.
ago that canners in eastern
7th St. - 753-1751
f
CM
Maine began to can young her- -Liked,
▪ too. These ate long neta
ring for market, and began to stretched across the mouth
of a
-. call them "sardines" why. is cove in which the little herring
lost in obscurity
are 'known to lie. The purse
• • •.
seine, used so -mach On EuroTODAY. i4 course, more ex- pean deep-sea sardine fishing,
NOTKE TO OUR CUSTOMERS:
(ale Mithnde of fishing are used is i ircleri around a school and,
•
in addition to the traditional by means (at a rope, the bottom

sHoLAR,s

COLLINSVILLE, Ill. I UP11
— Editor Karl L. Monroe of
the Collinsville Herald. who is
waging a.campaign to have a
new bridge across the Mississippi between Missouri and
Illinois named "U. S. Grant".
said Grant was born in Illinois,
lived in Missouri and fought
In Missouri at the head of
Illinois troops. Then he added.
"The name 'U S. Grant' will
appeal to admirers of the double -entendre . . without U. S.
grants. there would be no
bridge "

%MAC—TV

WSM—TV

Cheese 4

teaching art."

LIED41gita MIES FMB

Mrs Mary Neale was named clerk of the Calloway
County Draft Board at the district meeting in Paducah.
She served in the same capacity during World War II
Capt. Joseph G. Phillips, formerly of this city, was
assigned recently to the Panama Air Depot, Wing Albrook AFB, Canal Zone. His mother of Murray has now
Joined her son and family in Panama.
Mr. and Mrs Fleetwood Crouch and son, Jimmy,
have returned home after visiting their daughter, Mrsi.

ALMANAC

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
wsrx-TV

___
minn
Minnesotans love tress The 400
millionth tree to be. grown
In a state forest nursery has
been planted near Willow River and another 25 million will
be planted in Minnesota this
year Three large tree nurseries,
operated by the Department's
forestry division, produce iCees
for planting on private and
public lands.

The largest Ametican city on
the US -Mexico border is El
Drive-In Eggery
Paso. Tex . with more than
DENTON, Tex. (UPI) — The
loll
rural custom of going directly 300.000 populat
• • •
to the chicken house for eggs is
The average bee carries a full
returning. But you don't have
load
of 12 milligrams of pollen. Ato take a basket or take the
• • •
eggs from the-nest.
one-third of his
Man
sleeps
Mrs. Jane Rosales, operato
of an 18.000-hen farm, offer life
cleaned, graded and packaged
eggs at a drive-in window
her chicken house.

a
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TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale
two tracts of standing, marked, hardwood timber
located in Henry County, Tennessee.
One tract, lying on West Sandy River, approximately 10 miles southwest of Paris, Tennessee,
consists of an estimated 439,938 board feet. The
other tract, lying on Turkey Pen Creek and at
Porter's Switch, approximately. 8 miles southeast
of Paris, Tennessee, consists of an estimated
160,776 board feet.

Sealed bids will be received by Tennessee Valley
Authority, Division of Reservoir Properties, 202
West Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee. until 10
a.m. CDT, August 30, 1968.
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Parties interested in inspecting the timber should
contact the above office Bid forms and detailed
Information may be obtained from Ihe office of
the Manager, Western District, Division of Reservoir Properties, 202 West Blythe Street, Paris,
Tennessee, telephone 842-2041
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Peyote Inspires Indians
In Religious Ceremonies
A

By WILLIAM CLAYTON

marvelous brotherhood.'"
In the religious, ceremonial
use of peyote, the participants
sit around, eat peyote and
meditate. The rite is carried
grows in New Mexico. Texas out in a specially marked
area.
and northern Mexico. Only the There is a leader and he
often
rounded crown of the plant ap- has assistants. The Christian
pears above ground. That part, influence is strong the
Americut off and dried, is the "peyote can Native Church
combines
button" that is eaten.
Christian ethics and the Christ
• • •
story in an Indian form). The
GILBERT McALLISTER, of prayers and songs of the peyAustin, Tex., has done academic ote rite may be similar or idenresearch on peyote for years.
tical to those of Christian servHe also has tried it.
ices.
"You put the whole button
The rituals have local variain your mouth and chew," says tions. Often the
participants
McAllister. ':First there is nau- smoke before the ceremony.
sea and vomiting. Then, pre- There is a ritual passing
of a
sumably if you have enough in pipe in some ceremonies;
in
you, you have the effects. others it is forbidden. In
some,
There is a tremendous feeling there is a baptismal ritual,
in
PORTRAIT OF A TORNADO Edward Finkelstein, an amateur photographer, snapped this
of euphoria and well-being. Ij others, painting of the face.
photo of one of a series of tornadoes skipping over St. Louis, Mo., and St. Louis County.
remember just kind of floating
Basically, the advocates of
Some trees and buildings were damaged, but there were no reports of serious injuries.
around and thinking, 'What peyotism believe it is a way to
elevate the participant to be
able to communicate with God.
It heightens prayer, they say,
141W
brings song and chant, and
gets men together in ceremonial common thought and
meditation.
• • •
COURTS HAVE upheld the
practice.
Frank Takes Gun, a Crow
STOLEN PLANE GOING BACK TO CUBA A Russian-built crop
Indian and national leader of
dusting plane bottom) stolen by 14 refugees in a despetate
the Native American Church'.
flight to freedom, will be returned to Cuba. the State Debattled to get states to accept
partment said. Some of the refugees leaving the plane at
peyotism in a sacramental
framework.
Homestead. Fla., are shown in the top photo.
Takes Gun contended laws
denying the use of peyote in
the rites of his church are a
violation of the freedom of religion. He likened the cere- plied to Clark who it said,
monies he witnessed) were not
mony to the use of bread and "possessed and used peyote in
wine in Christian religious good faith in the sincere and and are not taking peyote for
kicks, for a psychedelic trip.
services. He said he Jabtained honest practice of peyotism, a
The, meeting is a religious exthe assurance of the U.S. De- bona fide religion . . ."
perience. It reminded me in
partment of Health, Education
When the hippie became seriousness of
my first comand Welfare that use of peyote part of the North American
in religious ceremonies does scene, he tried many narcotics munion in the Lutheran
not violate the federal drug and hallucinogenic plants, in- Church."
• • •
laws.
cluding peyote. This was a
The male snow bunting arMost recently, the church source of some
sensitivity
•
set up a legal test in Texas of among the sincere practition- rives in the Arctic in early
a new Texas law that changed ers of Peyotism. Among Nava- April and the female three or
the "dangerous drugs act" to jos, anyone caught using pey- four weeks later, the longest
make use of peyote illegal.
ote outside religious ceremo- time difference for arrival of
David S. Clark was arrested nies can be fined or imprisoned. any species, says the Audubon
and charged with violating the
Gilbert McAllister says the Society of New Hampshire.
"SLAVES" This tense-lcoking Montagnard family was part
•
COMMUNISTS STILL "IMPROVING" BERLIN WALL East German. troops are erecting twin
•
•
newly amended law. He was peyote ceremony differs only
rows of anti-tank obstacles along the Berlin Wall at Charlottenstrasse.
of the more than 100 Montagnards freed near Nha ?rang
(Coble-photo)
tried 'and declared innocent in physically from Christian servThe Mayfly's entire adult life
in South Vietnam's ccntral highlands after being held as
a one-day trial April 26 of this ices, "for the basic beliefs of may be only several hours, at
"slave" labor by the Viet Cong.
year. The court ruled the new love, tolerance. 'do unto otb. most a few days, in the sun.
-Radiophoto
law unconstitutional as it ap- ers.' underlie the peyote cere•
•
•
Dangerous Roads
Mount Greyloch — 3,491 feet
mony."
The earth's deepest canyon.
Many of the earliest discovSAN FRANCISCO (UPI, —
"The American Indian eries of oil and gas wells in — is She highest point in
the Mariana Trench, drops
it's
freeways
fast
but
The
are
Church is no hippie brawl," he Texas were accidental, result- Massachusetts_
36,198 feet beneath the floor of
•
•
the country roads that see the
•
says. "These Indians (in cere- ing from drilling flar watt':
the Pacific Ocean.
deaths.
most
Whal-s can stay submerged
The California State Autofor extended periods .because
they can fill their lungs to mobile Association says 70 per
capacity more easily than land cent of all fatal auto accidents
MARK EVERY GRAVE
mammals,
the Miami Sea- occur in places classified as
s, s
rural, The death rate is highest
on older, two-lane roads.
By FRANKUN JOHNSON
The Douglas Fir. Washington
• • •
Central Press Association
State's most popular conifer,
Correspondent
The
design
for the White
was named after 'David DougCHICAGO, Ill.
An added
House was a contest sponsored
las. English botanist.
worry for managers of frontby the Federal Government and
Chinning Hubert H. Humphrey
won by James Hoben, who was
Since 1886
is that, after the Democratec
awarded a $500 prize.
By JOSEPH WHITT
• • •
convention makes its choice
Central Press Association
here by its scheduled closing on
The first state park in the
Correspondent
Aug. 29, there still would be
United States designed and
LONDON—More British martime for a major realignment of
BUILDERS OF FINE
operated primarily for the
riages are ending in divorce beparties to occur before the NoMEMORIALS
handicapped is Harkness Mewomen
men
English
and
cause
vember election.
Porter Whit. - Manager
morial
State
Park,
Waterford.
another.
avoid touching one
In their nightmares, for inConn., according to the Good111 Maple St.
753-2512 '
Gerald P. Sanctuary, secrestance, they see some such comyear Guide.
tary of the National Marriage
ibination as New York's Gov.
Guidance Council, believes the
.Nelson Rockefeller and Sett
English must touch, stroke and
'Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota,
comfort each other more than
neither of whom apparently had
they do if their marriages are
sufficient strength in his own
going to be successful.
party' to swing a nomination.
"From childhood the average
but together might have a big
Englishman sees himself as a
edge in straw polls over both
Diamond Rings
kind of Guardsman - -disciplined,
the nominees of the existing
reserved and emotionally standOnly time the U.S has hod a president of on• party and
major parties.
offish," Sanctuary said. "This
vice president of another was 1796 when John Adams,
Of course, they also see out
is an upper-class image. The
left, was No 1 and Thomas Jefferson his understudy.
of the corner of their eyes formen keep this image through
,:ter Gov. George C. Wallace of friend, Thomas Pinckney, would his backers holds up that he is life and the women, unfortu'The Best In Service . . . Best of Gasoline" from
labama, who is more than "a be elected.
assured of Louisiana, Mississip- nately, go along with it.
• • •
iream walking," because .
pi, Alabama and Georgia; and ° "In this country we're reared
ready he is qualified to be on
THE ADAMS men got wise has a good chance in Texas, Ar- to reject physical contact with
HOLDING it ncws «inference
Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
half
of and instead left Pinckney off. lcansas, North Carolina, South each other-at least until marthe ballot in more than
'at
the Pentagon in WashingMax MeCulston • We Give Treasure Chest Stamp,
the states and moves are being Thomas Jefferson, the candidate Carolina, Florida and Virginia
riage. Babies are an exception
ton. Secretary of Defense
made to list him on all the rest. of the rising Democratic-RepubThe toughest state to put a for a year or two. Then they're
Clark Clifford indicates the
History affords no parallel of lican Party, was elected vice new party on the ballot is Ohio, also discouraged from
clinging
key to a complete halt of the
a major political party being president, and
the Twelfth where independent electors are to their parents or from cudborn this late in the game of Amendment to the Constitution not permitted and a party must dling up to them."
-a
- bombing of North Vietnam
any national election, although was adopted to guard against qualify by holding a national
•
• .•
-lies in reaching an agreethere have been some strange any more such foolishness.
nominating convention and obment which would not place
SMALL buys especially are
However, that curious amend- taining 400,000 signatures on discouraged from making.,i2bysquirks.
the lives of American troops
Phone 753-1272
• • •
ment Is foremost in the consid- petitions.
ical contact with their parents.
in northern South Vietnam
*
PRESCRIPTIONS
A SPECIALTY *
managers
of
all
eration
at
the
•
•
•
were
REPUBLICANS
boys
the
even
This
when
occurs
THE
in "greater jecpardy."
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
born in 1854 out of the ashes of Democratic convention this year
QUALIFYING in many other need to be comforted. Very often
the expiring Whig. Party, and because of its provision for the states is quite easy, with only they are pushed away by their
had a "dry run" with the -Path- House of Representatii:Ts. with 300 signatures required In Ala- parents and are told "Big boys
finder," John C. Fremont, as each state delegation casting a bama, 1,000 in Alaska, 7,500 in don} cry. Cheer up, lad."
their ans....a...Ad presidential, Single vote, to choose among the Florida, and a mere filing of the
This situation is moat acute
nominee in 1856 against the top three presidential candi- names of the party's officers in among upper-class Englishmen.
none
electoral
dates
gets
if
an
They are brought up by gover- Macriage counselor says
Democrata' ill-fated James BuHawaii.
British
chanan, before emerging full college majority.
A new party can be put in nesses and then they are sent "coldness"-typified here by a
The spectre . of the House de- contention for New
away to boarding schools.
%town in 1880 with Abraham
typically standoffish Guardsman
York's 43
"This doesn't make for an
rtaicoln as a triumphant stand- ciding the election has reared electoral votes by obtaining at
-is an unfortunate trait
education."
its head every time a strong least 12.000 signatures,
lird bearer.
with at intimate emotional
-titled husbands.
'Although there have been third party has, appeared, but least 50 from each county. A Sanctuary said. "The pro e
"Yet from a class-psychologimany short-lived third parties, actually it has happened only bid could be made for Califor- I. urgent—there were 45,000
oisigict
the nation has had only four once, and that was after the nia's 40 votes by obtaining 300,- divorces in Britain last year, an cal viewpoint it makes sense,"
VOUS OFTIOAL
FORD DEALERS
increase of 50 per cent in five Sanctuary said. "0 bviously
major parties. George Washing- death of the Federalists, when 000 signatures by Sept. 21.
NOTIff YOU TSAI
LS TO
more women want to becomei'
EFFECT
ton's Federalists', the firat, there was just one party the
TiRS TELEGRAM
Under election laws, a new years.•'
casasaCt sots WO
Democratic-Republicans.
A survey of blue-blooded Eng- duchesses than marchionesses.
quietly expired by 1800.
party could qualify after adlifts
STOOt MUST
tra) a MOOR
IN YOUR
right
And
title
down
so
more
on
the
• • •
lishmen
even
revealed
Before its demise it contributjournment of the Democratic
FORD LINE CAPS
ALL
iMMEIRATEL4
ed one of the greatest oddities
WISGOONALD
THE ELECTORAL college convention in Alabama. Arizona, startling statistics. The follow-. scale.
GEORGE S SAas eto
11415 FINAL SALE
"Aristocratic titles have their
the only time the country has count in 1824 was. Jackson 99. Arkansas, California, Colorado, ing classes of nobility were
MOVE OUT IN
DISTRICT
Vci a president of one party Adams 84, Crawford 41 and Connecticut, Georgia, Hawaii, divorced at least twice: one in appeal, especially to abnormally
ahd a vice president of another, Clay 37. Calhoun had been elect- Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, seven dukes, one in 9 marquises, ambitious people. And these are
the people who provide their
because of the backfire of a ed vice president. In the House, Minnesota, Mississippi, Mon- one in 20 earls, one in 27 via'
and children with the least amount
/ever maneuver by Alexander Clay threw his support to tana, New Hampshire, New counts, one in 43 barons
of physical contact.
Hamilton to deprive Adams of Adams, who was so disappoint- Mexico, New York, North Da- one in 68 baronets.
• • •
-English people _of all classes
ed to win it in such fashion that kota. Smith Carolina, Tennessee,
the presidency
AT 'first glance. Sanctuary should be encouraged to make
In those days the electors sim- he almost declined_ the office.
Utah. Vermont, Virginia, Washthat the contact. They need tools of
ply wrote two names on their
If there should be four rela- ington. Wisconsin and Wyoming noted, it seemed odd
divorce rate should go down in communication. They must be
ballots without indicating which tively strong parties this year.
That is a bundle of 265 eleceleva- educated toward family life
was for the presidency Hamil- an election in the House of Rep- toral votes, only five short of parallel with the social
tion of the title-holder And also "This ,might change the Engton tried to persuade some Fed- renentatives would be almost in- the required majority No wonthat the divorce figures should lishman's image but it might
eralist electors to leave Adams evitable. Wallace alone might der HalHas managers see a
be so high compared with un- also save his marriage "
rIlf 'their b illots. so th.it his rend it there if the prediction of thorny road ahead!

DALLAS (UPI) — The Huichol Indians of Jalisco, Mexico, called it "flower."
To the Taos, it was -"medicine."
Much legend was built
around it and when the Hippie
Generation
arrived
in
the
United States, it gaine;d new
•national attention.
It is peyote, a plant that
v causes hallucinations and plays
a big part in some religious
ceremonies among American
Indians.
Out of the cult of peyotism
evolved various churches,
chiefly the Native American
Church, which claims about
200,000 members among many
•Indian tribes in the United
States. The church's one ritual
S and its chief ceremonial activity revolve around the use of
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peyote
The peyote plant is a small
and spineless cactus, shaped
something like a carrot, that

liocky-McCarthy Ticket Could Challenge
Republican, Demo Presidential Nominees
Are British Too Touchy? quarium. • • •
May Be Key to Divorces
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PERSONALS
/

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Miss Kaye Hale And Joe L. Dorass Are
Married At First Methodist Church

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Mrs. Underwood Is
Leader At Mason's
Chapel WSCS Meet
of

Tuesday, August 20
Mr. and Mrs Marvin Harris
Circle I of the First United
and daughters, Linda and Rita,
Methodist Church WSCS will
The Women's Society
went Friday and Saturday with
the Mameet at the social hall at two Christian Service of
Mn. Harris' sister, Mrs KenChurch
p. m
son's Chapel Methodist
neth Morris, Mr Morris, and
•••
meeting on,
held its regular
children of Belleville, Ill
15,
•••
The Women's Society of Wednesday evening, August
of
the
MarService
church.
Morris
Christian
Garnett
the
at
Mr. and Mrs.
was
tins Chapel United Methodist
Mrs Eupal Underwood
returned home last week after
enDelicious
City
at
the
meet
will
Church
spending a week at the Baptist
the leader for the program
Tuna curry filling, spiked
Park at 8:30 p.m. for a potluck titled "Being With People Who
Aisembly at Ridgecrest, North
with sliced pimiento-stuffed olsupper.
Hurt", with the purposes of
Carolina. They drove to Nashives, is a delicious filling for
•••
one
of
program being to take a
meet
to
Tenn.,
the
ville,
sandwiches or a spread for
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- look at some city people with
their daughters, Mrs. George
canapes. To make about 2 cups,
der of the Rainbow for Girl, special needs and how the
Fletcher and children who went
Miss Pamela Clark, bride-elect
drain and flake 1 (6 1 2 to 7will meet at the Masonic Hall church works with the them,
to Rhtecrest with them. They of Edward M. West. Jr., was
ounce, can of tuna. Combine
at seven p.m.
and to raise some issues aboulk
were joined there by other complimented with a lovely
with 12 cup each of chopped
• ••
NEW YORK UPI, — Ice celery, chopped
relationship of the peoplr
daughter and Mrs. Fletcher's planned breakfast on Tuesday,
the
pimiento-stuffThe Woman's Missionary Soc- and churchmen.
sister, Mrs. W. Frank Steely and August 19, at nine-thirty o'clock cream and similar frozen des- ed onves and mayonnaise. 14
scripture
responsive
iety of the First Baptist Church
children, Lisa and Billy, of .n the morning at the Holiday serts fall into seven general cup of chopped toasted alThe
categories
will meet at the church at 9:10 reading led by Mrs. Underwood
monds. and 1 to 2 teaspoons
Wise, Va. The Morris' and net- Inn
Ice cream is the highest in curry powder,
a.m
depending upon
chers visited in the Steely home
was selected verses from Psalms
The gracious hostess for the milk fat and milk
solids: frozen your taste for curry. M:x well.
St Wise before returning to occasion was Mrs. Charles L. custard,
131).
french ice cream and
August 21
Nashville and Murray.
Mrs. Reuben Chriaman read
Tuttle.
french custard ice cream con• ••
Grove Baptist an inspiring article, "He SpeaTla Elm
A box of baking soda is a
Miss Clark chose to wear tain egg yolk solids in frozen
Church WMS will hold its cir- keth Still" taken from the Megood emergency first aid item
Mrs. Neale Sellars of Hopk- from her trousseau an orange custard: ice milk usually
has
cle meeting at the church at thodist Woman, while Mrs. Uninsville has been the guest of suit with matching accessories. more sugar than ice cream but to include in picnic gear Soda
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Charles derwood read excerpts from
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Max She was presented a corsage in less total milk solids. Soft- mixed with water into a paste
Burkeen as the leader.
Beale, for the past two weeks varied shades of straw flowers. frozen dairy dessert, most often soothes the itch from bramble
review of Barbara Ward's boa.'
•••
while her husband was attend"This Lopsided World".
The bride-elect was present- sold at roadside stands, are soft scratches, chiggers and insect
The Music Tri Bowling Leaing Armed Forces training. Miss ed with the serving pieces to products ready to eat when bites and the pain of sunburn.
Mrs. Brent Newport, presiDumped dry on an overlygue will meet at the Triangle dent, presided at the business
Melissa Van Ameringen of Fort her chosen pattern of stainless drawn from the freezer.
Sherberts are low fat, low active fu e, sr,da slows the
Inn at 7:30 p.m. All members meeting and announced that the
Lauderdale, Fla., who is visit- steel.
blaze: added with wetnr to
milk
solids
frozen
desserts
are urged to attend.
with
ing her grandparents, Mr. and
officers training day would be
The table was attractively deempty vacuum bottles and
• ••
Mrs. Graves Hendon, returned corated for the occasion with more sugar than ice cream and
held at Paris First Church on
jugs,
it
prevents
milk
or fruit
The Coles Camp Ground Me- Tuesday, August 27, beginning
home with Mrs. Sellars for a wicker baskets filled with straw generally. a tart flavor which juice
pulp from sticking, and
comes from the addition of
thodist Church Women's Soc- at 9:30 am.
is visit
flowers. Place cards in the wed- fruit and fruit acid
makes them easier to c'ean
s• ••
iety of Christian Service lo
Refreshments were served by
ding motif were used.
Water ices are about 70 to when you reach home And of
srheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m Mrs. Reuben Chrisman and Mrs.
Mrs. Phil Harney and chilPlaces were marked for Miss 80 per cent water, have a tart course bicarb provides an anti•
•
•
dren. Phil Lee, Jay, and Jill, of Clark, Mrs. Charles D. Clark, flavor and
Nina Craig at the conclusion oi
high sugar content. dote for picnickers who over Thursday, August 22
Oklahoma City, Okla., are Mrs. Edward M. West, Sr., Mrs.
indulL:e
the meeting.
4,1
• ••
The Annie Armstrong Circle
spending July and August with Virgie Clark, Mrs. Owen
Wed.
will
Church
Baptist
Hazel
of the
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Noel Miss Linda Arms, Mrs. William
Sandwich Barbecue
meet in the home of Mrs. Pru• lielugin. They are staying at Smith, Miss Cappie Beale, Mrs.
Olive barbecued beef sanddye Adams at 7:30 p.m. Mrs.
cottage on Kentucky Lake J. I. Hosick, Mrs. Ed Diuguid,
wiches are great for backyard
be
in
charge
will
Turnbow
Mary
•
most of the time.
MR.
and
MRS. JOE L DORAN
Mrs. Richard Mason, Mrs. Buist
parties Cook 1 'pound of
•••
:e.
of the program.
cup Of
Scott, Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs.
ground beef chuck,
•••
Mrs. Paul Risk and children, William Nall. Mrs. Earl Douglas,
chopped onion and i.i cup of
beautiful bridaughter of
a
Hale,
carried
Kaye
She
Miss
will
be
Sr.,
Dailey,
Scotty, and Jim. left Monday for Mrs. Dan Hutson, and the hosMrs. Paul
chopped green pepper in 2 taMr. and Mrs. Reid Hale of Mur- dal bouquet of white roses and "
their home in Muncie, Ind.. af- tess:
* '
. hrr for the boit study to blespoons of butter in a skillet.
DoL.
-Joe
to
married
greenery.
was
ray,
ter a visit with her mother,
be held by the Elm Grove Bap- Stir frequently to brown bee*
Miss Susan Hale, sister of us, Cuurch WMS at the church evenly. Add 1 2 cup of sliced
ran, son of Mr. and Mrs. BarMn. A. B: Austin, Farris AvenattendTenn.,
only
the bride, was her
shall Doran of Puryear,
ue, and her brother, Dr. Clegg
at ten am. A potluck luncheon pimiento-stuffed olives, 1 cups
ant. She wore a pink floor will be served at noon. Visi
on Sunday-, August 4.
Austin and family of Murray.
of catchup, 4 teaspoon of pep•••
Dr. Samuel R. Dotson, Jr., length dress designed empire are welcome.
per and '2 teaspoon each of
•••
minister of the First Methodist waist style with rose trim adry mustard and salt. Cook 15
Mrs. L. C. Strow and daughChurch, read the impressive round the bodice. Her shoulder
minutes, then add L-2 cup of
Miss Mary Keys Russell whose
Friday, August 23
ter, Nancy, of Ottawa, Ill., are
double ring ceremony at three length veil was attached to a
Ake guests of her sister, Mrs. marriage to George Shaw will
The fifth and sixth grade grated cheddar cheese: stir unshe
and
headpiece
matching
o'clock in the afternoon.
,---11111bert Smith and Mr. Smith, be an eveserdf August 24, was
party at the Oaks Country Club til melted. Serve over split,
The altar was beautifully de- had matching shoes and gloves. has been cancelled due to school toasted hamburger buns.
Sharpe Street. They were with:the honoree at a beautifully
Makes 6 to 8 sandwiches.
corated for the wedding with She carried a nosegay of pink opening.
their father, Marvin Long of • planned coffee held on Satires
•••
altar vases filled with white carnations.
Benton Route Four, for the day, August 17. at the lovely
The groom's father served as
gladioli and pink carnations
When shoes have had steady.
celebration of his 900 birth- home of Mrs. W. E. Blackburn.
flanked by the seven branched best man. Ushers were Glenn
give them a rest and1
wear,
day on Sunday, August 18.
Sr..' on Hickory Drive.
Cup - bake fresh tomatoes.
•••
Orr and Richard Vance, both
candelabra on each side.
them by sprinkling a
freshen
The gracious hostesses for
For each serving, wash, remove
Mrs. Richard Farrell, organ- of Puryear, Tenn.
few moth crystals in them—
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Workman the event were Mrs. W. E.
cross
stem,
grid
cut
a
shallow
By Abigail Van Buren
• • •
For her daughter's wedding in top of medium-sized tomaist, presented a program of nupof Fontana, California, and her Blackburn. Sr., Mrs. Walter E.
Mrs. Hale wore a light blue to. Place in custard cup, About 15-20 per cent of their
tial music for the wedding.
grandson, Joey Hunter of urn- Blackburn, Jr., and Mrs. Ora
DEAR ABBY • How is this for a strange twist of events! I
The bride, given in marriage crepe dress with pearl trim greased lightly with bacon weight is fruit juice.
penal Beach, California, are the Lee Lyons.
am 50 and have been keeping company with a very attractive,
by her father, was lovely in with white accessories. Mrs. Do- driceptings. Sprinkle with salt,
Mellorine is a frozen food
The bride-elect chose to wear
pleats of his sister, Mrs. A. A.
rather well-to-do bachelor of 55 for about a year
her floor length wedding dress ran, mother of the groom. was 1,4 'teaspoon of dried betel or that resembles ice cream but
Doherty and Mr. Doherty this a camel knit A-line dress trimwith
dress
of white satin with appliques of attired in a pink lace
savory flakes and '
42 teaspoo is made with vegetable or aniI have a daughter rage 281 stho is married to a nice young
week.
med with gold buttons. Her ac•••
white lace on the Bell sleeves matching hat and patent acces- of sugar, Dot with more baco mal fat other than milk fat.
man c'-ie has two child-en On my birthday my gentleman
cessories were in brown. She
and on the hemline of the dress. sories. Both mothers wore cor- fat. Bake in preheated 400 de- Only one-fourth of the statesa
Miss Trudy Lilly was a brides- was presented a gift corsage
friend invited my daughter and her husband to join us for
permit the sale of mellorine.
gree oven 20 to 30 minutes.
Seed pearls added' further ele- sages of white carnations.
maid in the wedding of Miss of yellow fugi mums.
dinner They had never met befo-e
Reception
gance to the dress featuring an
Charle Clark and Buddy DunMrs. A. W. Russell, the brideWell, as it turned out my daughter became interested in
Immediately following the
empire waist. Her floor length
stan at the First Presbyterian elect's mother, wore a pink linmy friend and invited him over one evening when her husband
in
the
same
the bride's parents
trimmed
wedding
was
veil
Church. Memphis, Tenn., on en dress trimmed in tucks and
was
out
of
town.
(He
travels,
dress.
field
I'm
the
for the reception at
and
she
has
a
clear
on
hosts
used
were
of
lace
kind
Saturday, August 17. Miss Clark gold buttons. Her gift corsage
their home in Murray. Sixty
not guessing. I saw his car
is an Alpha Gamma Delta sor- was of white fugi mums.
family members and close friNow I notice that when my son-in-law is out of town, my
ority sister at Memphis State.
The Blackburn home was
were included in the hosends
daughter
Is
never
home.
and
I
can't
seem
to
find
my
friend
throughdecorated
beautifully
Her parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
pitality.
of
arrangements
with
either Now the only time I see him is when my daughter's
Lilly, took Trudy to Memphis out
The bride's tabel was overand then celebrated their 25tli mums.
husband is home!
laid with a pink cloth under
Announces . .
Refreshments of delicious
wedding anniversary with a vaI realize that my daughter started all of this, but what am I
Miss Mary Keys Russell, lace and centered with a beautication in the Ozark Mountains. sandwiches, cookies, nuts, cofgoing to do' If my son-in-law ever found out, he would break
bride-elect of George Shaw, was ful arrangement of pink porn
They returned to Memphis and fee, and cakes were served from
RIM
delightfully complimented with poms and gladioli flanked by
this man in half' What is your advice? It's conceivable that
Mr. Lilly went by airplane to the dining table which was overa orunch given Wednesday pink candles.
leave
her
husband
She'd
for
this
man.
Cedar Rapids. Iowa, to meet laid with a gold linen cloth.
morning. August 14, at ten o'Miss Alice Heck, Miss MarDAUGHTER TROUBLE
Classes in . .
their older daughter, Miss San- The table held a gorgeous arclock at Ken-Bar Inn.
ilyn Wilson, Miss Rebecca Taryellow
and
of
bronze
rangement
completed
just
who
has
dy Lilly
The hostesses for the lovely ry, and Miss Jere Washer servDEAR TROUBLE: Drop your friend, and tell him why. Fie
mums, pompoms and
special training at Rochester, fugi
occasion were Mrs. J. I. Hosick ed the guests.
will most assuredly pass the word on to your daughter, and,
Minn., to drive to Murray with mums
Miss Cappie Beale, Mrs. Jack
hopefully,
it
will
scare
a
Your
daughter
little
sense
into
her.
Mr. and Mrs. Doran left later
Coffee was poured by Mrs.
her They all returned to MurKennedy, Mrs. Joe Baker Lit- for a wedding trip and are now
has
my
sympathy.
A
gentleman
woman
who
has
a
two-timing
ray or Sunday. Sandy will be Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., aunt
Mrs.
Jack Beale Ken- at home at 1034 North 16th
tleton and
friend doesn't know what trouble is until she "wins" him Then
returning to Vanderbilt Univer- of the groom-elect. Miss Rita
nedy.
Street, Murray.
she has a two-timing husband.
Hurd assisted the hostesses in
Miss Russell chose to wear
sity Medical School soon to con- serving. Miss Donna Lyons preThe bride is a 11167 graduate
from her trousseau a dress of of Murray High School and attinue her studies.
registration
table.
the
sided
at
DEAR ABBY When I was 15 years old I had a child dark brown
•••
trimmed in tended Murray State University.
The guest list included Mrs.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
out-of-wedlock at a home for unwed mothers I signed a paper black stiching and black but- Mr. Doran, a graduate of Grove
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Hatcher Marvin Harris. Miss Linda HarDIAL 753-4647
agreeing to give my baby up for adoption to a couple who were tons. She wore a gift corsage High School, Paris, Tenn., atare visiting relatives and fri- ris. Miss Rita Hurd. Mrs. James
waiting for it, because at the time I thought it was the best of gardenias. She chose black tended the University of TenBrown,
Barbara
Miss
Brown:
ends in Murray They have been
accessories to complete her cos- nessee, .Martin Branch. He is
MEMBER OF C.N.A.D.M and S.A.D.1114
thing to do My mother went with me and she also signed the
residing in Bowling Green and Mrs. Hoffman Swann, Miss Dotume.
now Manager of Leach's Music
adoption
papers
Phil
because
I
was a minor
are now planning to move to rothy Alice Swann. Mrs.
Mrs. A. W. Russell. mother of Center, Murray.
iL9JUL111112_93-111_,Wit_usiuustiot"1.2.1_11__2aft ii QJJJ
Now I'm nearly 18 and I'm going to be married soon to a
Mitchell, Mrs. Galen Thurspan,
Louisville.
the bride, wore a two piece
•••
Jr., Mrs. Glenn Nanny, Mrs.
boy who knows all about my past Abby, now I want more than dress of light beige silk. Her
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis R. Colsoni Henry Warren. Mrs. Herman K.
anything in the whole world to have my baby back Isn't it.true accessories were in a matching
returned home Saturday after Ellis, Miss Ann Kelly Ellis, Miss
that because I was a minor when I signed the adoption papers shade and her gift corsage was
T.
George
Mrs.
Lilly.
Trudy
attending the graduation el
it isn't legal? Please tell me how to get my baby hack
of pink roses.
their daughter, Mrs. Thomas K. Lilly. Mrs Rudolph Thurman,
Mrs. James G. Shaw, mother
SORRY
NOW
(Shirley LaRue) Barber from Mrs Chad Stewart, Mrs. Ben
of the groom-elect, was attired
the Missouri Baptist Hospital Trevathan, Mrs. Vernon Stub- DEAR SORRY: You can't, and you'd do well to accept that in a yellow voile which was
School of Medical Technology, blefield, Jr Mrs. P. I. Hosick,
fact. The child legally belongs to the couple who adopted it
trimmed with tucks and yellosg
Miss
Cappie
Beale,
Mrs.
Jack
St. Louis, Mo. She graduated as
lace. Pinned at her shoulder
Beale
KenKennedy,
Jack
Mrs_
a technologist. Supper was servwas a gift corsage of pink rosDEAR
ABBY:
My
boyfrie_nd
and
I
planned
to
get
married.
Littleton,
ed August 16 at the Three nedy,'
She wore black accessories.
es.
He is under age so he asked his parents if they would sign for
Flags Restaurant in honor cd Mrs Codie Caldwell, Mrs. LuThe guests were invited to
him and they said yes. I picked out a wedding gown and made
the graduates. Mrs. Barber was cille Austin. Mrs. Harvey Hurd.
the lovely dining room on the
•••
a down payment on it. then all of a sudden, his parents
student at Murray State Unisecond floor where a delicious
changed their minds-Now they say they think we're too young
versity before attending the
two course brunch was served.
. special school of technology.
and they refuse to sign for him I am so upset I don't know The guests were seated at three
•••
what to do
large tables which were arrangIf we don't get married like we planned, I am going to lose ed in a U-shape. Centering each
thc down payment on my gown. Don't you think that since HIS table was a beautiful arrange•••11••
parents changed all our plans, they should pay rise back?
ment of pink roses, August lilies and tube roses in a silver
DISAPPOINTED
bowl.
Mr and Mrs. Billy Joe Hodge, By United Press International
DEAR DISAPPOINTED: Yel, but if I were you. I wouldn't
The hostesses presented Miss
A True $3.95 Value
114 College Court. Murray, are
ask times.
Russell with a picture of modthe parents of a son. William
FREE With This Coupon
A good way to insure the
ern design.
Limit: 1 Coupon per Child
Andrew, weighing seven pounds safety of older, straightCovers were laid for Mrs.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WANTS TO FORGIVE HIM:" The
ders
used
for
2 Coupons per Family
outdoor
painting:
13'i ounces. born Wednesday,
Walker, Mrs. James
Durwood
Lay the ladder flat on the
healing of a relationship that has been strained toe broken I can
1.50 Each Additional Child
August 14, at the Murray-CalRaymond McKinney,
Mrs.
Reid,
ground, and put all of your
be compared with the "healing of a broken arm." Merely
A Professional PORTRAIT of
loway County Hospital.
Mrs. Browning Roberts, all from
weight on each rung—if one of
saying "everything is all right" and never referring to the Hopkinsville, Mrs. C. J. Morris
your child in a desk frame in
them brovalcs or splinters. it's
matter again is like treating a broken arm by simply from Dawson Springs, Mrs,
BEAUTIFUL LIVING COLOR.
The baby's paternal grandpar- time for a new ladder
-favoring" it and expecting it to miraculously "beat itself." It George Falk from Danville, Va.,
• • •
ents are Mr and Mri George
Child must be accompanied by
won't It has to be "straightened out"— and carefully "reset." Miss Betty Shaw. and Miss CaHodge of Murray and his mate
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stuidy. in good conaition, right
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very much pressure.
Griffin, Mrs. Herman K. Ellis,
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22nd and 23rd
too heavy for the cook to hold
Grove Highway, Murray.
Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, Mrs George
No Gimmicks—
See that handles are heat reEverybody has a problem Skhat's yours? For a personal T. Lilly, Mrs. W. B. Elkins, Mrs.
No Additional Purchase Required
-it
sistant and tight: that table
write to Abby. Box 070 I,es Angeks, Cal., MO and Clifton Cochran, Miss Shirley
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5:30
• Great grandparents are Mrs. forks are not used to lift or
Cochran, Mrs. Walter Blackself-addressed
',melees.
•
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a
stamped.
Roma Dodson of Murray, Mrs. turn a mist and that there
burn, Jr, Miss Anne Kelly ElGehe Cook of Dallas, Texas, Mr. are lone-handled forks and
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET, "How TO HAVE A LOVELY lis, Miss Trudy Lilly, Mrs. Fredand Mrs C W Stegall and Mr. spoons for use by the outdoor
WEDDING," SEND $1.0 TO ABBY, BOX MN, LOS dy Hendon, Mrs. Mina Waters,
and Mrs George Hodge. Sr, all chef. All of... these tips help
ANGELES. CAL.. MN
Mrs. James Harris, the honoree,
avoid accidents arcook-outs
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•
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and
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Association
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of
Tom
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• Chadwick. who was picked sh, commissioner of the North and
HIGHLIGHTS Ray tripled for Go?.
job 24 hours a day."
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hy the Falcons. after he American Soccer League, fined cond.. Cothran and Driver had two
each and Mark Rounds hornered
Here is Richardson's report
• Was released by Green BaN five members of the Toronto hits Renton
for
for the league•
earlier, had made a good Falcons and Cleveland Stokers
Fredonia defeated Eddyville on a
Atlanta's 17-13 loss Monday and suspended two of forfett
• showing in
to the New York Giants Sat- them
Club
Openings Aitendanct
(irday night in a pre-season
Amancio Cid of the Stokers
Reading
73,411
43
game in Nashville. He gained and Jose Ponce drew the su43,404
Elmira
U. 5. VS. CANADA
42
29 iards in six. carries.
34,933
spensions and an added fine
NEW YORK (ITN - The Unit- Binghamton 39
33,010
York
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THE FALCONS bcc'an prac- of $50 while Cleveland coach ed 4ates and Canada will meet
31,210
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tice )esterday for their pre- Norman Low was fined $200 in the Gordon Trophy matches
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Season game Friday night in and Toronto trainer Jim Gil- an annual tournament for sen- Waterbirry
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Lake Placid, N Y., Aug Mit
York Jets.
By FRED MebtANE
UPI Sports Writer
Ferdie Schupp might have a
chance of escaping the wrath
of Bob Gibson, but Rube Mar-

By JOHN GUINIVEN
FRANKFORT, Ky. lun - Kentucky support for former Alabama Gov. George Wallace will
dwindle as the election draws
nearer, according to two of
the state's leading Democrats.
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford and
stare House of Representatives
Speaker Julian Carroll, D-West
Paducah, said that Wallace's
support in Kentucky is around
20 per cent.
"But he's been running in a
crowd up to new," Fcrd said.
"He's been able to direct his
attacks against seven or eight
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Compare SAY-RITE'S TOTAL DISCOUNT PRICES
In Effect EVERY DAY To Save You MONEY !
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Hardin Pitches Two Hitter
And Doubles In Only Run

vorite. That won't be the case
once the real campaign has begun."
"However, from what I see
around the state at this time,
I'd have to say he could get
between 15 to 20 per cent of
men, which he won't be able the statewide votes if the electo do after the convention." tion were held today," Ford
Kentucky is one of the bor- said.
Carroll said that Wallace's
der states that Wallace forces
say they will "do very well in strength was "as high as 50
-maybe carry it." They say per cent in some isolated parts
that the third party candidate of the state, but I don't beplans to make several trips to lieve it'll hold at that pointthe state during the campaign. nor do I feel the statewide
Wallace will appear in Lou- bulge of 20 per cent will stand
isville next Tuesday for a day up."
"As soon as the race narof campaigning.
rows down to a Republican,
Real Campaign Begins
Ford said the electorate had Democrat and Wallace, the pe"so many candidates through- ople are going to start asking
out the primary that it's been him some real questions," Carhard for them to gain a fa- roll said.
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- Just Wonderful
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10 Seconds
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This is the year for curls!

Twin States
Baseball
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Chicago Considered a Truly "Lucky" City Moved, Check
For Presidential Nominees; 14 Have Won On Schools
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Chreege loes been a goad luck she -Ur both political partiss in OW pen
Whoever wins this yeai's
destroyed the vast lakefront
By 1044N F SEAtIOWER
Exhibition Hall, the old Amphi- Democratic accolade may conCelitrol Press Aasociati9st
theatre at the now almost de- sider that he follows in the good
COrreiPosureirf
funct stockyards will be the fortune of Cleveland, and
' CHICAGO. Ill. This city is scene for the Democratic con- Franklin D. Roosevelt. who tohost to a national political con- vention.
gether were nominated no less
vention ,for the 23rd tune since
This is the familiar scene in than six times here, and they
1860. and it still ranks as the 1952 of Dwight D Eisenhower's can conveniently overlook the
luckiest site for such conclaves., triumph over the late Sen. less fortunate experiences of
which is what the Democrats Robert Taft and in 1960 of William Jennings Bryan and
_
would like to count_on.
Richard M.' Nixon's Ill-fated 4 Adtai Stevenson. "
They depend on it notwith- Nomination to oppose the late , Five of the Democratic nomistanding the threat of comedian President John F Kennedy.
' nees here since the Civil War
Dick Gregory and his cohorts
However the amphitheatre have been winners, and there is
demonstage
will
they
that
has been enlarged and modern- . no doubt that Chicago knows
straticais which will break up teed since then, because it still how to stage a political convenprothe
the cenverition. and
is the g-reatest arena in the tion, whichever party, In- the
longed International Brother- world for the judging annually • grand manner
strike
hood of Electricians
of livestock grand - champions.
against the Illinois Bell TeleThis is the ''conventionist"
THE MAJOR change of this
phone Company which delayed
city in the U S . both for the convention from past patterns is
installation of the vast network
In that more sessions will be held
Republicans.
and
Democrats
of wires necessary to tranvnit
She "modern era" of 26 convena modern convention to televi- tions each since 1856. the Demo- at night than heretofore, in order to capture the biggest TV
sion and radio networks
crats have met here nine times aUdienees.
The Democrats are banking
Demo14.
Republicans
the
and
Also the installations of comupon the tradition that ,somecratic nominees named here munications equipment will be
how this vast and sprawling
Reand
won
times
have
five
almost astronomical. 'About six
"Second 'City" of the I: S.A.
nominees nine times. thousand telephones and at least
manages to be one of the most publican
superstitious
that
wonder
No
400 teletype machines will link
liberal and gracious hosts to
ccnventions that the country political auguries' favor nomi- the convention floor with the
midgreat
this
in
nees selected
outside world
knows
The drama of this "saturaAfter all, this summer it al- western metropolis.
•
•
•
tion- coverage of the current
ready has been host to 125,000
Shriner' at thetr largest conLINCOLN. of course, made it Democratic convention can
clave in history. The late poet a mecca of the Republicans after hardly be appreciated unless it
Carl Sandburg in one of his he Wii* elected following his • is realized that in 18.50 the Demmost famous poems called it, nomination in 1860 at the long- ocratic nominee, Gen. Zachary
-Hog butcher to the world, city since razed Wigwam However, Taylor who became the twelfth
of the broad shoulders" Is it be was followed by Grant, Gar- president, did not learn of his
not then a fit host to the 1968 field, Benjamin Harrison, Theo- nomination for more than a
Democratic National conven- dore Roosevelt, Taft, Harding, month after the Democrats seHoover. and Eisenhower. all of lected him in 1848, because he
tion 7
• • •
whom regarded Chicago as the refused to pay for the postageOF COURSE. because of the incubator of their successful collect letter sent to inform
him'
great fire which two years ago presidential aspirations
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Have you moved into a new
neighborhood? 11 so, your children and you should prepare
for a new school situation. Also, it is very important to allow
the new school to prepare for
you.
Although the summer is vacation time for students, you
will find that many school offices are open. Find out which
school your child is supposed to
attend. If you have any difficulty, call the superintendent's
office. There you can find out
the procedure for registration
and enrollment in the proper
school.
Register Early
:.egister as early as possible.
This will give the school an
opportunity to obtain records
from your child's previous
school. Class placement can
"en be determined from knoweige and with time for thought.
'id who registers on the
4.1 ..f s..hool cannot be
g;ver. the same attention.
Obviously, the first day is always hectic and rushed. Early
oc°,o1i n pr•vides time for
ne.essary testing, discussion and better planned placements.
The principal, guidance coun!-e..r or anyone else involved
placement
your child's
in
should have as much background information as possible. nomseall
This is important if the school
staff is going to determine proIn his pharmacist coat in
per teachers and programs.
family drugstore, Huron, B.
Too often parents hold back inD., 19411....14e was a senaten
formation because of fear or
some other imaginary reasons.
Information given to the principal is held confidential and tnem over the route so that it
used only for the benefit of will be familiar.
your child. Rather Moan hold
Meet your neighbors. See if
back information, you should
are other children in the
there
you
that
all
attempt to provide
principal may
know which will help the school same grade. The
be able to suggest someone in
to know your child.
Reassure Kids
your neighborhood. If children
In addition to the above, par- can become friendly during the
with
directly
work
ents should
summer, it will be easier to
their children. The unknowns
adjust when school opens. Don't
of a new situation will generally cause some fears and anxtoo fast as this can eausel
ious moments for youngsters. try
Try to be your nor-1
It is therefore important for rejection.
self and time will
friendly
mal
encourand
parents to reassure
the rest.
of
care
take
age their children. Take them ,
to the new school. Let them be-1
come familiar with the grounds.
If they walk to school, take

TRISH HEARD
int for Belton'
hearing aids, '
Murray, Lentuci

Oath as %lee president in 196.5. House Speaker John McCormack administers It as Humphrey friend Fred Gates holds
the Bible. Behind Humphrey is President Johnson.
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Humphrey home, Chevy Chase.
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reman
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Discount Rouse
Phone 492-9733.
-JUST IN TIME
ing season. Ni
•Trailer in excel
Call 753-3903.
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urrtx GIRLS
boys' shirts and
Slim baby swin
like new. Call 7!
GOOD used flute

With wife Muriel at the Washington luncheon last April
when he announced his presidential candidacy.

Learn Anthem
The Hard Way
W4NIL4 (1 PI) — Goe•rnment employes in suburban Quesi•n City are literally
being forced to "sing for signatures" in the offices of the
ma"Or.
•••cretary 4naleto Wadrilei., refuses to initial papers
and pass them on for the
signature of the mar., until
the applicant sings the first
Stanza of the Philippine national anthem.
Ihotrilejo said he realises

he "•una the riAk ”1 being
unpopular" hut that he has
been disgusted by the inability- of some gosernroent offi•
cials to sing the anthem
properly at official tunetions.
Fire years ago an official
of the Foreign Office refused
to issue passports to students
until they prated they knew
the miti,mal anthem
by
heart.
• • •
Families on the island of
Rhodes decorate their walls
with china plates to commemorate the birth of each child.

Canes Added
The second canes were added
when Mexico won its independence from Spain. A silverthimbled staff was presented to
each pueblo. Like the Spanish 3
cane, it symbolized the governor's authority.

BACK-TO-SCHOO
%now on at your
Machine Dealer
•Buy patterns at I
the purchase of
the garment. Bu
like $3.98 bondei
only $2.98 yard.
of cottons, denim
only 39r yard.
of printed cordu
corduroy just to
a,for this big evez
w school is only
•drop by Murray
er, 13th and Mal

The tAncoin cane, however,
symbolizes the greatest authority at most of the pueblos today. It is held the highest and
is in the center of a cluster of
the three canes at all ceremonies.
The canes come out for ev-

KING SIZE En
rubber mattress
box springs. Likt
Cost nearly $30
Mrs. James C. 1
*3147.

Minneapolis mayor at 37.
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°RAY HARM Bir
sale. Phone 753-3

SUBURBAN TRA
and garden equip'
ly reduced prices.
Eq
and Garden
miles west of H
437-5312.

ForhoRnaiint
NICE APARTA
For
Girls 8, IS<
Phone
753-5865 or 7!

— For
INSURANCE
=TATE St M
LOAN
See ..
SPANN &
I
21116 S. 401

On Corner Across From Post Office
Former Location Standard Station
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Buss Costly
To Driver

FOR

4r•

By DAVID NYDICK
UPI Education Specialist
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Plenty of FREE PARKING

kiss he witnessed in another
Car as he drove alongside lasted
eight 'seconds by his watch
_A_ Saskatoon_ Saskatchewan
judr• ruled this constituted
failure on the visit of the mothat torist to exercise doe car! and

•

-

attention to driving on a city
street and fined the 19-yearold driver $25. Family Safety,
-- •a publication 'of the National
Safety Council. published the
story.

The Hawaiian let is a symbol of both welcome and farewell Funeral biers oficii 109
cli.corated aith leis sent by
mourners..

if
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Hwy. 79 E.
Paris, Tenn.
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TUESDAY - AUGUST 20, 1968
He Showed 'Em
A sow can produce a litter of
BATLEY, England , UPI, - eight or more piglets in less
TOY LADIES earn $25.00 an Tony Senir, 17, turned down than four months.
• • •
evening demonstrating toys and by the British Royal Marines,
gifts. No investment. Color cat- asked the recruiting officer
Floating grocery stores cater
alog. Car and phone necessary. what he could do to prove he to bargemen on Holland's canals, says the National GeoCall Hardin 437-8231, or write was fit for service.
Toy Ladies Party Plan, Johns- "Show me you can use your graphic
• • •
A-29-P feet," said the officer. Tony
town. Pa.
about faced an started walkThe bushmaster snake can
LADY TO STAY in home with ing. He didn't stop for nine grow to a length of eight feet
•
•
•
lady recuperating from surgery hours and 52 miles. Then he
Light house work. Phone 7
telephoned the officer. He was
The so4-foot Eiffel Tower
6030 after 3:00 P. m• TFN sworn in the next day.
was erected for the Paris ExWAITRESS WANTED, full time There are 16,000 vessels in position of 1889.
• • •
employment, 4:00 p. m. to 1: the Rhine River trade, says the
a. m. Apply in person at Tom' National Geographic.
The •'Blue' Danube 111%.et is
Pizza Palace between 12:00 p.
• • •
mostly muddy brown with ocA-22
m. and 4.00 p. m.
There are 10.000 species of casional patches of gray and
green
let n.

*NW ME

135 FOOT moulded plywood
BY OWNER: three-bedroom AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
REAL MATS PIM SALO
boat with trailer $100 or best
house, gas heat and air-condiFRESH REARING AID batter- offer. Telephope 436-5374.
1
4-ton pick-up with
BRICK HOME at 1612 Loeb tionIng. Large lot on 10th St 1957 GMC /
ies for Balton. and other make
A-20-P Lomond, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, Call 753-4417 after 5:00 p. m. 1983 motor, 8-ply tires, in good
hearing aids, Wallies Drugs,
condition. Call 753-8411 after
Using room, built-in kitchen apTIC
Murray, Kentucky.
A-20-C
5 p. m.
TFC 8' x 52' HOUSE (railer. This pliances, library 14' x 22' with
trailer has been converted into
New
In
bookshelves,
built
OWNER.
entire FOR SALE BY
1-52 GALLON American stan- a Beauty Shop. Phone 437-3321.
1980 CHEVROLET Station Wahouse carpeted, central heat three bedroom brick. Located in gon, excellent condition. Phone
dard electric hot water heater.
A-20-P and air conditioning. Lot WY
a Keeneland. Central air and 753-2477,
1-30 gallon State electric hot
A.20-C
water heater. 1 sump pump. 1 AKC MINIATURE Poodle pup 220'. Call John Redden, 7=- heat. Carpeted throughout. Bath
and one-half. Built-in applian- 1966 CHEVROLET, pick-up in
Afro American furnace, natur- pies. See at 1505 Henry St, 4937 tor appointment.
Aug.-27.0 ces. Medium price range. For good shape. 1956 Chevrolet
al' al gas. 1 lot of inside and out. Murray, Ky. Call 753-2234.
pick-up. Phone 753-1408. A-20-C
appointment call 753-9672.
A-20-C
v. side doors Call 753-4417 after
AUCTION SERVICE
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
NEED A HOUSE with quick
A-20-C
5.00 p m.
TFC GOOD QUAUTY Straw. Call possession, then you need to
Li0121510 1111361IT1
1983 DODGE, good condition. Household & Real Estate
OEIEGIOU 000131fl
3-American
A-20-P
WAYNE WILSON
acebss
753-1875.
A-20-P check with Roberts Realty. We BY OWNER: S large bedroom Phone 437-3321.
13131312113
C1101313
essayist
New Shipment
Phone 753-3263 or 753-5086
have the following houses for brick house, located on Donin
4-Vast ages
1-Runs
0WW10 OMM
sedan.
four-door
SIMCA,
1965
UPRIGHT PIANO, refinished. immediate possession:
CARPET SALE
Road. Central air and heat, 2
easily
TFC
5-Cuts
00 00WMO OPEIM
6-Hindu
6-Sieamshlb
GOOD 100', Nylon Pile Car- Call 436-5470.
A-20-P AT 708 ELM Street, 3-bedroom full baths and carpeted thro- Good condition. Call 492-0837
BOOM!
guitar
(abbr )
A-21-C
after
5.00
p.
m.
pet, while it last $1.99 sq. yd.;
DOUM ECIDU
or could be used as 4 with full ughout, lot 110' a 200'. Call
11 Dark red
7-Pronotsn
DON'T
merely
brighten
your
1300130013
UBOOB
Better 100% Nylon Pile Carpet,
12-Look fixedly
8-Make
A-20-C 1953 CHEVROLET, runs good,
basement, fireplace, electric 733-3896.
14-King of
lace
OMMU SEMCIJ
while it last $2.49 sq. yd.; carpets . . . Blue Lustre them heat $17,500.
Piano. 492Upright
Old
$50.00.
Bashan
9-Desert
.
.
eliminate
rapid
resoiling.
•Other 100% Nylon Pile Carpet,
subdivision
LAKE
FRONT
and
15-Wife
of
dweller
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick in
A-22-P
BO 00121M0 0053
Geraint
while it last $349 sq. yd.; Du- Rent electric shampooer SI. Bagwell Subdivision. Has 2 ce- lots on Kentucky Lake. Bunee 8603.
10-Mend
PUOUGO 131300140
17 Strip of
A-24-C
11-Insects
•Pont 501 Carpet, meets or ex- Big K.
6-door,
4
01211011113 ormnrii
ramic tile baths, family room Vista Estates, Sherwood Shores, 1959 CHEVROLET,
cloth
13-College
ceeds FHA, $3.95 sq. yd.; In- 15%' BOAT, 35 HP motor and with fireplace, central heat and Fort Leisure Subdivision. See cylinder. Good condition, $125.
18-Uppermost"
officials
16-Platform
part
door-outdoor carpet, $3.49 sq. trailer. All in A-1 shape. New air, carpeted, range, disposal, or call Ed Greenfield, phone Call 753-4831.
A-22-C
20 Quarrels
49-Heavenly
19-Metal disk
36-Urges on
yd.; remanent& hallrunners, tires and battery. Call 753- $21,000.
753-3746.
23-Cry of sheep
body
S-24-C
21-Exact
37-Buy back
324ree of
24-Retain
millends, all on sale. Paschall's 3578.
NOTICE
22-Clans
38-Decorate
-bedroom
brick
on
WisA-21-P NEW 3
54-God4ess of
26-Fathers
25-Frock
40-Prepared
Discount House, Hazel, Ky.,
well Road. Has 1% baths, car- FOR SALE BY OWNER in
healing
28-Preposition
27-Decay
for
Phone 492-9733.
57-Note of stale
29.Trap
A-22-P ANTIQUE iron bed, antique pet, range, outside storage beautiful Kingswood. Three ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser30-Choose
print
58-Spanish
31-Repasts
chest of drawers, antique maple room, carport, central heat,
32-Go
in
41-Savory
article
bedroom brick with two baths, vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
33-Tissue
34-0x of
44-Encomium
JUST IN TIME for full camp. drop leaf table, antique oak
60-Compass point
35-Short tacket
47-European
Celebes
carpet, central air-conditioning, M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176.
ing season. Nimrod Camper drop leaf table, electric stove, $18,750.
36-Gift
Sept. 7-C
•Trailer in excellent condition. Gibson refrigerator, up-right NEW 3-bedroom brick in East storm windows and doors, built- Lynnville, Ky.
8
9 10
7
3
T.,...;;,.,̀A4-6
a
3
2
:tie 1
39-locattons
Y Manor Subdivision. Has large in dishwasher, disposal, range
Call 753-3903.
A-22-C freezer, 18' x 12' rug, living
42-Note of scale
WILL
DIG
YOUR
water
lines
family room 1% baths, lot 100'
13.
12 ...-43-Tally
room suite, 2 baby beds, 2 high by 200', carpet in living room, and oven, electric heat and car- with ditch witch. See Bradley
....
urrix GIRLS dresses, size.
45-Mother of
port. Can be made vacant with- Overbey or Lawerence Overbey
5
'
chairs,
porta
crib,
17
drapes.
Call
:VA.%
14
.
16
:
e
15
:
'
.
:
7
•
Castor and
storm windows and doors, elec- in a few days. Phone 753-8851.
boys' shirts and pants, size o. 7534415,
:.•:•::
Call 753-1844.
Pollux
X* %
A-22-P
A-22-C tric heat.
Slim baby swing and frame,
A-26-C
72
1'
9 ' 20 '
18
46-Unusual
.
4
-BEDROOM
brick
only
1
year
like new. Call 753-3903.
ITC
SEE LEON ORE at Dill Elec48-Caudal
old, located across from Robert27 ,,-'•.. 28
25
`,','...26
appendages
24
tric, for all your electric motor
GOOD used flute Cell 753-2608.
FOR RENT
SERVICES OFFERED
'-'
50-Tear
S..\-\-N
son school. Has 3 baths, range,
trouble. We also have fans for
29
32
31
30 ,
51 Loved one
A-22-C
large shady lot, $32,500.
sale.
14-C
Sept.
TRAILER LOTS on Hwy. 280, 4-BEDROOM brick on LocLoma
53 Speck
•••:.....: 33
KLEIN CARPET SPECIALIST*
BACK-TO-SCHOOL DAYS are toward Panorama Shores three
55-Note of
4.0,...1....
Drive only one block from Rob- Wall to wall carpets, rug and CAN'T SLEEP? ResUess, Ner,rt%!Oit
scale
/now on at your Singer Sewing miles from Murray. Cardinal
WHITE
HOUSE
HOPEFUL
Sen.
40 41
.1:1 9
3
36 37
ertson school. Has range, dish- upholstery cleaners. Carpets vous? Suffering from insomia?
56-Pertaining
v..
Machine Dealer in Murray. Ridge Trailer Park. Lots 182 x
George S McGovern. 46,
to old age
washer, disposal, large study and furniture cleaned, tinted Tonight try non-habit forming
10;"• 43
42
44 V. 45
0Buy patterns at half-price with 100. Call 753-7858 or 753-8231 with
59 Profited
1DV*
lots of book shelves, carp- and de-mothed. Call 433-4221. Mark-10 sleep capsules. Hol- waves to the throng in New
the purchase of fabric to make and ask for Eddie Morgan.
61 Commemorative 46
York. where he said "racism
49 ..P • i
47 :411.: 48
eted throughout, central heat
114414
Aug.-22-C land Drugs.
•S
disk
the garment. Buy fall fabrics
Sept. 11-C and air, $27,500.
is at-least as great a threat
A..
Was
62
like $3.98 bonded woolens for
51
?
53
54
77.....‹
.
'
52
......,
FOR
THE
BEST
in
furniture
at
to
the
nation
as
the
War
mistaken
NEW 3-bedroom brick at Almo
i• • 5
C}.!....:•y:V),
only $2.98 yard. One big table
the lowest prices, see Uncle Vietnam." McGovern its a late
Heights.
Has
central
heat,
carSEPTIC
TANK
WORK.
Ditching
,-,,
59
ao
57
58
56
DOWN
of cottons, denims and suiting. 2-BEDR9OM house located at pet, range, lot 100' x 185' and
.,
7
contracting. Call Wayne Bur- Joe's two miles west of Dover, entry -in the Democratic presonly 390 yard. Big shipment 1621 Hamilton, $100.00 per priced
A-3D-C
1 Shallow
Ie.. 61
••• 62
idential sweepstakes
at $15,750.
A-2I-P Tenn.
::.•
•
pond
•••
of printed corduroy and hi-lo month, near campus 1 child LARGE 3-bedroom brick with keen, 753-8191.
2
Coniunction
accepted.
Call
753-7112.
TFC
United
Feature
tr.
by
Synclica
e. Inc
corduroy just arrived in time
20
2 acres of land 34 miles west
afor this big event. Remember
of Murray, has range, dishwashw school is only days away ac
NICE SLEEPING rooms for er, 2 fireplaces, extra large
*drop by Murray Sewing Cent boys, onc block
from campus. master bedroom, 2 baths, ener, 13th and Main, today.
trance hall, central air-condiCall 753-8425 or 753-5962.
H-1TC
Sept-19-P tioning, $28,500.
FROM LILA! ON,NO,NOT
-THAT LILA! -THERE WAS
ALL THE ABOVE houses are
ONE
SPACES
for
mobile
home
THING SHE COULDN'T
parkSHE
AGAIN!
DOE5
Wi-Ve,
(HERENO0f0
available
,with no waiting for
KING SIZE Englander foam
3 , 10 miles from college. possession. Call Hoyt or Ray
1101.) GOT A
SEEM TO LEARN...
KEEP DU6GING ME ?
rubber mattress and matching ing. 1
LETTER..
box springs. Like new. Clean. North 18th extended. $20.00 per Roberts at 753-1651 or come
Acres Trailer by and see us at Roberts Realty,
Cost nearly $300 new. Call month. Green
Court.
Also
1
or
2
trailers
for
505 Main Street.
A-22-C
Mrs. James C. Williams, 753.
rent, couples only. Call 753•
3147.
4539 or see Walter Conner at NICE INDIANA Stone, 2-bed805 Sycamore.
A-23-C rooms on the first floor, dining
°RAY HARM Bird Prints for
area, large family room, and
A-20-C TWO-BEDROOM modern trail- 3 bedrooms in a full basement.
sale. Phone 753-3402.
er, 10' x 50', newly finished.
SUBURBAN TRACTORS. Lawn Air conditioned. Located on 2 fireplaces and a lovely 2%
and garden equipment at great- So. 18th. Call 753-3855. A-20-C acre lot. Located in Hardin.
A 3-BEDROOM brick colonial
ly reduced prices. Seaford Lawn
air conditioned, on a paved highway about 3
and Garden
Equipment. 2% NEW 10' x 45'
-bedroom trailer, all electric, miles from town. Fireplace, 2.
miles west of Hardin. Phone 2
by Ernie Bushmiller
shady lot, on private property. car garage, situated an a 1 acre
437-3312.
Sept.-10C
Married couple preferred. Call lot.
753-1593.
A-26-C ENJOY THE pleasures of city
WE GET
NO--conveniences in this new 3HOUSE FOR RENT, furnished. bedroom brick with a kitchen
AWFUL
MOST
AN
_ANYTHING
THE
For Rent
Mr-conditioned, 3-bedroom, Pan- and family room, 14 baths.
AAAIL
NICE APARTMENTS
LOT OF
OF IT
IMPORTANT
orama Shores on Kentucky Located about 3 miles from
For
Lake. Call 436-2461.
A-28-P Murray. $17,000.
THAT
IS
JUST
Girls
Boys
A
140
ACRE
cattle
JUST
LATELY
farm
with
CAME
BUILDING for clean-up shop.
Phone
be+
A-22-C 13 acre corn base, 1.44 acre
Call 753-3018.
753-5865 or 753-5108
JUNK
dark fired tobacco base,
acre
H-1TC
MAIL
HOUSE TRAILER, air-condition- burley, 40 acres of cleared land,
ed, on private lot, '4 mile 2 wells, 2 houses, tobacco barn
from city limits. Call 753-6786. and other outbuildings.
1
A-22-P TUCKER REALTY & INS., CO.,
-For'
JUNK
INSURANCE & REAL FOR RENT OR LEASE: Extra 1102 Maple Street, Murray, KenESTATE & MORTGAGE nice two-bedroom brick. Mod- tucky, Phone 753.4342; Donald
MAIL
R. and Pearl T. Tucker-Home
LOANS
ern conveniences such as, air
Phone 753-5020, Bobby Grogan
ffeu5/jA4/4.1._.se_
See
-AUG.
conditioner, electric heat, dish--acme Phone 753-4978.
20
la Roy V I P. OM -All ss.I. now..
SPANN
WILSON
washer and garbage disposal.
•
1948
I,
th.44
ist.r.s.a.
Ss.
H-1TC
2115 S. 4th
Murray, Ky. For appointment, call 753-8109.
ITC ONE OF the most beautiful
TFC
wooded lots in Calloway County.
150 x 250 feet in Oaks Estates
by R. Van Buren
overlooking Oaks Country Club.
Phone 753-7720.
A-22-C
WHAT GALL „SHE'S GOT
(
THE WHOLE TOWN'S BUZZIN'
COMM' BETWEEN A FATHER
ABOUT BRETA VAALKE , CHILD.
3-BEDROOM brick, central heat I DIDN'T KNOW WHO THIS WOMAN
AND HIS KID WHEN, HES
I DON'T LIKE THE
and air, built-in range and oven, WAS WHEN SHE UP AND STUCK
WHOMPIN' HER.
TDNE OF IT
,Close Out OnAll 1968 Model Mobile Homes . on
HER
NOSE
!NIA
MY
black top street with water
AT ALL .
While They LastBUSINESS, BUT
and sewer. Price $15,800.00.
:=7-4RANTX-14EW- 196111-0EL 60'x12'
9 • BEDROOM brick, central SURE KNOW WOW,
heating, carport. Price $15,000.
3-BEDROOM brick, central heat
and air, large carport. Price
--$19,000.00.
-BRAND NEW 1968 MODELTeWIDES
WE ALSO have other new
homes to choose from in southwest Murray, the fastest growing section in Calloway County.
BRAND NEW 1968 DOUBLE WIDES
POSSESSION on delivery of
deed on all homes that we have
for sale.
FREEMAN JOHNSON, Realtor,
Phone 753-2731.
A-20-C
*Small Down Paymerit.
0

•Cor -

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Peanuts®
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by Charles M. Schulz

Nancy

nont?,

alks%

Abbie'N Slats

"BIG SALE BIG"

Lir

ONLY'$4,250.00

ONLY $2,795.00
ONLY $7
. 795.00

$ *Up to 10 Years Bank Financing
*We service what we sell.
&Free Delivery and Set-up -for--100-miles
*Over $200,000.00 worth of New Homes In
choose from.
You just can't get a better deal "ANYWi
"BEri'ER HURRY"
To

DINKINS
MOBILE HOMES
Open Sunday Afternoon 1 p.m to 6 p.m.
Hwy. 13
Hwy. 79 E.
Tenn.
Erin,
Paris, Tenn.
106-He

5-ROOM FRAME house on
wooded lot with 3% acre field
Loan
behind.
transferable.
$50.00 payments. Also 100' x
150' lot in Kingswood Subdivision. Also three-bedroom brick
house, nylon carpeting throughout, central heat and air, 1%
tile baths, built-in Tappan appliances. On large lot. See or
call James R. Hamilton. 753A-21-C
4518 after 5:00 p. m.
BY - OWNER, two bedroom
train, house on So. 15th St.
Call 492-8837 after 5:00 O. m.
A-24-C
167% ACRE FARM with 35 acres in cultivation, 65 acres in
sod, remainder in timber, 2
good wells. Ideal cattle farm.
Cecil Paschall, Phone 753-3429.
A-28-P

Lil' Abner

YOU NOT MAKE MONKEY OUT
OF ME,You SLY OLD FOX!!- I
RATHER DIE LIKE DOG THAN
MARR1, THIS 13EAST,
'REJECTED -ENY-HYEKIASIY-

byAlCapp
WAR PARTY WE IN
REPORTING LEAN
FOR DUTY, FIGHTING
CHiEF OF
TRIM!!
CHIEFS!!
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REFUSE TO
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PAGE EIGHT
ER

SEEN & HEARD . .
(Continuod From Page 1)

3BIG DAYS...THURS.- FRI. - SAT.

Ladies' Dresses
Sale 4.88

Values to 23.99

Sale 5.88

BANLON SHIRTS
; Mens Short Sleeve, Ira-

3.22

KNIT SHIRTS
Mens Short Sleeve

SWIM SUITS
Values t

1.66 & 2.00

2.22

-•

SPORT SHIRTS
Boys White Long Sleeve

1.66

-

DRESS SHIRTS
Boys Perma Press Short Sleeve

Sale 1.88
Sale 2.88

GROUP OF CHILDRENS
7-14

DRESSES

7.99

Values to

9.99

Sale 2.88

17.99

Sale 3.88

Values to
GROUP OF CHILDRE-NS
7 - 14

BLOUSES

Reg. 1.99
Reg. 2.99
Reg. 3.99
ALL CHILDRENS
7 - 14
Values to

SWIM SUITS

9.00

Sale./
1
2Price

GROUP OF
DIES

LAatm
GROUP OF INFANTS
3 - 6X

DRESSES

Values to 2.99
Values to 4.99
Values to 9.99

Sale 1.00
Sale 1.88
Sale 2.88

GROUP OF INFANTS
I - 6X

Values to

Sons no handed us a discourse
ustave Le Bon, French
quotin
Sociologists,1895 who studied
of people Le
the mass acti
Bon says upheavT1 which pretede changes in civilizations ...
'are caused tty "a profo rid modification in the ideas of
pies".

SWIM SUITS
Sale 1.88

_
Handbags
LADIES

Values to 6.99
tles to 8.99
a es to 10.00

NNivI

GROUP OF
StIstallar

M

=MI

ens

Sports Coats
Reg. 25.00
Reg. 27.50
Reg, 35.00
Reg. 40.00

Sale 10.88
Sale 10.88
Sale 20.88
Sale 20.88
s.

88' & 1.88
MII•1

MEM

Mena

2.22

Summer Suits

1.99

Reg. 37.50
40.00

\

SLIPS
Ladies Nylon Half

1.44 & 1.99

Reg.
R

SLIPS
* Ladies Nylon Shadow Panelled
SLIP
* Ladles Padded

1.44

Sale 15.88
_

_ Sale 15.88

45.00

Sale 18.88

5.00

Sale 24.88

Rest.
1.99
691

BRAS
* Ladies Lycra

2 for 1.00
2.00

PANTIES
Ladies Bikini

--44,

SPORT SHIRTS
- Values to 2.99
Group of Boys

Sale 1.00

WALK SHORTS
- Values to 4.00
Group of Boys

_ Sale 1.00

-SWIM SUITS
-

GROUP

•

PANTIES
Ladies Petti

2 for 1.00
1.00& 1.99

Values to 4.00

fl
SPORT
COATS
Sale 5.00
Sale 8.00
Sale 9.00

_

Sale 2.00
Sale 2.44

JEWELRY
Sale 44'

--

Sale 88'

GADGETS

_ _ 88'

* PLASTIC HOUSEWARES...
CANISTER SETS
Log
PANS ____________ _
"
54t
WASTE BASKETS
54t
SILVER HOLDERS54t
DISH DRAIN RACK
1.33
.
•
DRAINBOARDS
74t
•F
4
LAUNDRY BASKETS
54e & 1.66
BOWL BRUSH & HOLDER
66t
BUCKETS
------------------------------------------1.00

"•.,,,,

SUMMER
°R"F
OF LADIES

' Values to 2.00

Sale

66*

66'
-

G.E. 10-TRANSISTOR RADIOS
Portable - AM-FM - Telescope Antenn.i

Reg. 24.99 - - - -

ALUMINUM WARE
* 20-Gallon Plastic
-- GARBAGE CAN and Lid,
Slight In. Twins and Full

_ _ 1.00

SALE

12.1*

3,00

Sale

_ _ Sale 5,88

1.

DRAPES

this week
He's in with Roy
land Drug.

Cookware
RIGE i. SR

SLIGHT IRREGULAR - 65 - 72 WIDE

$19.99

Wool Knit Fabrics
" VALI. LS '10
-412.99 - - --- SALE

433

Boots &

SALE

Club Plan

•

$12.88

ALL SALES FINAL
NO EXCHANGES - NO REFUNDS
NONE SOLD TO OTHER DEALERS

yd.

•
•••

•

•
•
•P•

•

W. know that sa
1ries such as Ku
on an enormo
have top stands;
most of its ell
hardly ever fin
trig on top of
Most have to wo
mic system an(
with the tide.

4_
,
Met

TEFLON

1.88

•

•

Wonderful, W(
They moved Ii
kia to help the
try of revolt
With friends lii
would not need
•
This mows by I
move for all
that anyone mi
is nothing but 1
Ian state. Cor
thasizers shoulc
that communise
ism and that rt
"softening" by
nothing but a I
'absolute contro:
The Czechs wer
mocratizing tho
although it was

New curbs goini
division just we
Murray Church

- 12 TO SELL 14-PC..'SET. STATE PRIDE

•

•

Phi died last w
ed these words.

3.44 & 4.44

•

-

"Just bury me
gin' is easy".
call real cons
were the wordd
88 year old
had dug in the
looking for gol
i
'all of his life.

P•ec• is found
not the outside.

HUSH PUPPIE & Group of Boys - Girls - Ladies
CASUALS
- _ Sale 1.00- 1.66- 2.44

2.88 & 7.88

_

FAMOUS MILL
EMPIRE 12-TRANSISTOR - AM-FM
Sale '7.88

Wo also read t
as electrocute
his electric t
bound to happt
er

Classic line on'
try running am
self If you do '
acquit meet at y
-.Bon is yourself

348

Values to 5.99

DRESS SHOES
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
- Values to 10.99
Group of Ladies Casual

Sale '12.50

14 TO SELL

We notice that
stroyed the cell
Guinea Pig in
recently. The"
ed at the norm
such music is
we are suprise
would be an u

A real wild grc
Fruit Gum Cor
you are not hep
of a musical gi

Group of Ladles
SANDALS
Group of Ladies

_ _ 3.88

43EDSPREADS
* Slight Irr.
DRAPES
72x63

Seen&
Ara
Mu,

Goldenrod is ir

Assortment of

ALL SUNTAN LOTION

21 TO SELL

PANTS

Sale 2.66 - 4.66
CANVAS
'SHOE
_
V
S
alu_ e_s to 6.99

RINGS'

---,,

Group of Mens Pleated
Values to

•
-•se:••isre.

6nited Pre

Few things fill
a big dish
tvirearn

•

.•

i CallowE

There is no typa
is superior to
prise system wt
this nation into
lng standard fo
ple, of any natil

Sale 1.44,

Reg. 8.00
Reg. 10.00
Reg. 14.00

1.33

•

i......rosiestewesere•••

In Mu

Group of Boys Short Sleeve

BRAS
Ladies

TOPS

ti ,n are bent on those prim a
p1a • of truth that alone can undp :gad
free society.
••
•

Source

Russia admits
buffer states t(
force of arms.
been brought o
They can no it
glorious advan
gfpunism have
fer states into
sting society.

* Household

_

-

Sale 4.88

A

-

-

1.88

1.00

PANTS.
* Ladies Knit

Sale 1.00

-Values to 1.0 Values to 2.00

Then this paragraph The peo2,e of America must evaluate
e.mselves by the full light of
'erne' standards rather than
the dim candle of temporal
• ,rns Political, economic and
,
.al systems are all tempo!
They can be no stronger
1 -in the will of those who
.perate them Democratic Amer:"... the home of the free and
free nritv

SLACKS

1.00

GIRDLES
Ladies Nylon

7.00
-

-

PAJAMAS
* Ladies Cotton

yz

1.88

59' or 2 for 1.00

SLEEPWEAR
Ladies Tailored

f.,r

1.: •
Values to 5.00

WALK SHORTS
- Values to 5.00
Group of Mens Odds 'N Ends

1.88

BILLFOLDS
Ladies Nylon

Sale 2.44

_ _ _ 1.44

•

SCUFFS. _
- - Ladies

Sale 1.44

STRAW HATS
Values to 5.00
All Mens

2.88

SLIPPERS _
Ladies Lounging

Sale 1.88

Sale 1.00

2.88

PANTY HOSE _ _ _ _ _
Ladles Casual

Sale 2.00

SPORT SHIRTS
- Values to 3.99
All Mens

1/3 Off

1.66

CASUA4LACKS
Boys Western SOie
JEANSLadles In.

AN

Sale 2.88

- Values to 7.00
Group of Mens Summer
PLAID SLACKS
Regular 9.00

1.00 & 1.66

PAJAMAS
Boys Dacron & Cotton Penne Press
JEANS
Boys In:. Perma Press

SHORTS

Values to 3.99
Values to 7.99

1.00

KNIT SHIRTS
* Boys

DRESS SHIRTS
- Values to 5.00
Group of Mens Irregular Short Sleeve
KNIT SHIRTS
Values to 10.00
Group of Mens Odds 'N Ends

SWIM SUITS
All :Hens

88'

SPORT SHIRTS
Boys

Sale

GROUP OF
LADIES

_ 3.88

PAJAMAS
Boys Short Sleeve

Sale./
1
2Price

Values to

1.44 & 1.88

SLACKS _ _ _ _
Mens

Sale 4.80

4.99

GROUP
.s
"BLOUSE

rv

•

Mens Mock and Turtle Neck, Irr.

SPORT SHIRTS
•Mens Perma Press„ Irr

Values to 2

Group of Mens Short Sleeve

Bargain Basement!

Sale 3.88

Values to 17.99

Values to

Tls• discourse goes on to say
that radical political and social
upheavals have mat--tifficulty,
arising in a civilization when
the popular mind is actively opp psed to it. For this .reason it
Is necessary for a nation's traeletions to be-destroyed before
revelatiosr------tass.. -mil:erect, Contrary to the_platitude of complacent minds, traditional and
Christian America is now rocking 'On the uncertain floor of
serious upheaval What the results of it all may be, yet remain to be seen, but the impact
:s certain to leave a definite
mark of change on the nation.
At the-root of this turmoil lies
,) ,th 'real and imaginary pro!Ileum-IT-or-The-tent -Of which
is the problem of distinguishbetween the real and the
az.nary.

The 1

WE WILL CLOSE WEDNESDAY,
12:00 P.M.
TO PREPARE FOR THIS BIG EVENT

Discount Values From Our

Sale 2.00

Values to 11.99

Fallow said one of the great
uaystenes of life is how the
'idiot your Oughter married
can be the father of the smartest grand2hildren in the whole
world.

•

7.99 _ _

Values to

Follow said that with the new
gun laws he continued to be
even more confused. "If a mugger attacks you with a registered gun and you defend yourself with an unregistered gun,
you're in more trouble than he

To set out this fall. some Yucca
Lilies. Our prize Mullen grew
to nine feet this year. One
might say what good is a Mullen.. You could also say what
good is a tree. or what good is
a rose Plants vary in beauty
and quality, but all have "eye"
value to some degree. Even
Dandelions. We just let diern
grow and mow them down if
'they get in the way.

ALE

<,

•RE

Yet, many cannot see that
communists will work and are
working through any and all
movements which lend themselves to carrying out these
tenets.

Amain Lloyd Jones. editor of
the Tulsa Tribune, poses the
question: is there a conflict between a recent Federal Communications Commission rul:ng
that radio and
stations most
actively seek out Negro jeb applicants for jobs, if none apply,
and the 1964 Civli Rights Act
which says that employers are
forbidden to hire individuals
so:ely on the basis of race.

ahU 1 II00

CRAZZY BARGAINS-GOOFY PRICES- EXPLOSIONS SAVINGS!

The above is not just 'Something that somebody thought np,
it is documented and is an integral part of the communist
conspiracy.

'rho Likl magazine comes up
with "Found. Bird or hat. which
flew into Brown's Service Station. It's sort of round with
green and red feathers or quills
on it. If you've lost a bird or
a hat, or even if you haven't,
drive by and see it. It's worth
the trip."

unit

• i urracii.Pesz -

Hot Diggity
AND
Back-To-School

(Belk

sexy books ar.ci plays and other
trivialities.
"2. Divide the people into
hostile groups by constantly
harping on controversial matters of no importance.
"3. Destroy the people's faith
in their natural leaders by holding the latter up to contempt.
ridicule and obloquy.
"4. Always preach true demo
cracy but seize power as Las!
and as ruthlessly as possible.
"5. By encouraging govern
ment extravagance, destroy its
credit, produce fear of inflaticn
with rising prices and general
discontent.
-6. Foment unnecessary strikes in vital industries, encourage civil disorders, and foster
a lenient and soft attitude on
the part of government toward
such disorders.
"7. By specious argument
cause the breakdown of the old
moral virtues: honesty, sobriety.
continence, faith in the pledged
-word, ruggedness.
Cause the registration of
all flrgrms on some pretext.
with a viMc to confiscating them
and leaving The population helpless"

'11 I. RRAY

I

•

Boots
The
Square Dance
4.! dance Sature
at the America
ing on Maple S
The club wi
class and any
sons are urged
ion building by
urday.
Bill Dunn wit
and the rand'. 1
come to attend.

